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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
published

THE POKTLAND DAILY PIIESS 1.

Business Notices.

day, (Sunday excepted,(at 82 Exchange btreel,
Portland, N. A. Jrogxsu, Proprietor.

evury

Taitjus:

—Eight Dollars

a

PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 2, 1866.

Vol. 5.

Mstajlished June 20, 1802.

year in advance.

Copartnership.

THE MAINE STATE PBESS. is published at the
a year,
place every Thursday morning at $2.00
invariably in advance.

same

partnership

Rates of Adtietwiuu.—One inch oi space, in
ol column, constitute a “square/’
$1.50 per squaae daily first week; 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or loss, $1.00.
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct«. per square for each subsequent insertion; hall a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 eta.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pkkss” (which has a large circulation in every parof the Slate) for $1.00 per square for first insertion4
aud 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

under the linn

For the purpose oi carrying
at No. 3b4 Congress St.

DANA

& GRIFFITHS,

formed

uodei signed have this day
of
THE
nership under the firm

Um purpose of carrying on the SHIP BROKERAGE, SHIP CHANDLERY anil GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the ataud of BOSS BROTHERS, 73 Commercial Street.
WM. ROSS, Jb..
ALVAN ROUNDY.
fe*XI3vr
Portland, Feb 19. 1886.

Pobtland, Mb.
Ie84d3in

line.

J.

A

DAVIS

CO.,

&

Copartnership Notice.

94 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAVIS* OOLBT,
84 and 86 La Salle Street,
C/ucaoo, 1U.

J
J

Feb 84—dtiw

&

JACKSON

PERKINS,

MILWAUKEE,

)

Copartnership bereto'or© existing under the

rpHE

Commission Merchants,

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
Dec 21,1865—dtf

WISCONSIN.

_____

•x—

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

subscribers have this

business,

ery

of

Tern, ie Street

h 17 daw tf

formed a

copartnerday
THE
ship for the transaction ot the Wholesale Crockunder the firm
and Glrss Ware

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

E.

V.

name

JOSE

Jb

Portland, dan. 1,1866.

Commission &Forwarding Merchant

JOSE,

MAXCY,

31ade.

Advances
undersigned
THE
AL ADVANCES
for

are

sale, or shipment.
good security.

on

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, instore,

Also

on

vessels

or

any

copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribeis, under the firm name of

THE

PRODUCE

Commission Merchants,

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busiuess will hereafter be conducted by N. A.
who will pay all demands against the late firm, and
to whom all indebted will make payment.

IX

FOSTER,

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Bard, Beans
Ns. 3 Lime Street,

APPLES, 4c.
Pobtlaxd, Me.

Special attention paid

to

of Produce.

BOSS A

N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. GILMAN.

Portland, Jan. 1, 1866.

Dissolution of Copartnership

FEEBY,

copartnership heretofore existing between the
F|\HE
X
under the linn name of
undersigned,

3VT- GK HAYD EUsT &C CO.,
lathis day dissolved by mutual consent. M. G.
HAYDEN is authorised to collect all debts due to
said Arm and will pay all claims against the same.
M. G. HAYDEN,

PLAIN AMD ORNAMENTAL

8TOOOO AND MASTIO WORKERS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

A. L. ELWELL.

Gorham, Feb. 8,

Dealer

la

F1CKETT,

E

Portland. Ur.

k

STORTEVANT,

Dissolution of Copartnership.

GENERAL

Commission Merchants, THE
the undersigned

under the firm name of
A. P. MORGAN ft CO.,
was dissolved Feb 13tli, 1866, by mutual consent. All
business of the late firm will be settled by A. P.
MORGAN.
A. P. MORGAN,
1. E. HANNAFORH.
ieSWdtf
1866.
Portland, Feb’y 19,

Portland, He.

o«1 ludtt

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Dissolution of

Pertlud, MiIm.

WILLIAM H.
Solicitor

8.

AT

LAW,

Patents,

of

N.

BEALE

&

CO.f

dissolved
mutual consent. The liabilthis
either party at
ity of the late Arm will be settled
No.
Commercial
wharf.
the old stand,
6
S. N. BEALE,
C. A. B. MOUSE.
Is

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

Copartnership.

rriHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
X Arm and style or

Work executed In every part ol the State.
juneldtf

NEW STORE!

CHISAM,

Merchant
opened
HASSTORE,
at

Tailor,

FIRST CLASS

a

CLOTHING

day

by

oft; K i

T 11 o

‘I

'i

jilt, ■;

o

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,
Furnishing Goods.

Guilts’

Particular at eution paid to BOX'S’ CLOTHING—
Cutting dune to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
No*

96 Exchange Street,
Nearly opposite Post Office.

Portland, Not. 9th, 1865.

nol5tf

COLD WEATHER!

Reporter!

Dry

and

Goods

Arettie
F. DAVIS,

ESSSSS
E.

A Co., at their old aland.
Feb 1.1866.

MB

PORTLAND,

CHAPMAN.

Coal,

nov#’65dtf

KING &
Successors to

X. Exc«e MW tor Fr.u, Fmpi,
Banted Pipe, to Mid-Winter.

•»

fTiHE subscriber offers for sale the right to manuX lixeture and soil this unequalled pump in the un-

sold Counties in this State at a low rgure.
This pump canhot ireeze as no water remains in
the pump when the pump is not In motion.
A capital chance is offered to any enterprlsingman
to make money. Messrs.
Lldback Sc Co., 3d
•tary. No. 4 Manufacturer's Block, Union Street,
of
Cumberland
poprietors
County, will put up single pumps in said County, and will furnish them at
short notice to owners of other counties.
The Counties unsold are AAdroecorgim Franklin,

Libby,

Call

on

i JXA 'PONS. JOHN’S
lOU *13.00 per ton.

BROKEN

175 Middle and lit Federal St$.
Oct 2, ’65—d6m

BRADBURY A
Office

117

Middle Street,

k™*M.1aw*AX.T’}

(

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court. Court of Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20tf

HILTON &. CO.,
DEALERS IN

Groceries, Ship Stores^
PRODUCE,
RETAIL,

C.r, of Milk tad Lime
■. K. HILTON,
)
P. PERKINS, !
C. S. P. HILTON, I
|3r~Producc Sold on Commission.

A.

JSOYES

N.

ME.

iebldSm

Jan 15th—dtf

of

MAINE,

•

FURNACES, RANGES,
Cooking,
And

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

PUMPS,

Oft'

IRON.

HEAVY

LEAD

PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Conner and Sheet
Iron, In quantities to suit.

Sole Agent* in Portland tor the Celebrated

Magee ft’urnooe* and

toves.

Hr* Orders from the Country respectfully *olicited. Job Work done to order.
augudti
gv II you are in want of any kind ol PH 1NT1NU
call at the Daily Press Office.

W.

C.

COBJJ,

purchased the Ketail Business ol
Messrs. PEAKSON &. SMITH, together with
their City Carts, intends to carry on the

HAVING

BAKING

BUSINESS !

At No. 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention be may be
fevo ed with the patronage of their former custom-

Reduced Prices!

He would also reBpectflilly Invite all others wishing Bread to give him n call, ns no pains will be
snared to HU all orders for Bread with neatness and

dclttf

the

HALL,

PIIICE8,

During

the present raoutn, in order to save time,
trouble and expense in
moving. We invite the atour friends and the
public to the above.

tention of

GEO. T. BUBBOUGHS & 00.

WILLIAM A.

PEARCE^
PLUMBE R!

36

Pumps

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Closets,
STREET,

PORTLAND. ME.

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
B.svu, Brans & Silver Plate* Cocks.
doscriptlsn of Water Fixtures lorDwelJ ling Hsuse,
1jt\'EKY
H0ui«, public Building., Shop*,

iKC., arranged ana set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or
country faithfully executed. All
Kinds ol
attended to. ConstantSHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS of all deacrintioitK.

JOBBINGnromnti,

y,?Sroundi Lm ^T> ptIPJ».

>f

Hanover

C.

■‘JM

Wants to

Nov «—iltf

International Hotel,
OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

style,
And is New Opened tu the Public by
». H. IlHEWSTliH,
FORMEBLY OF THE 8KOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet bis old
blends and the.public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb, a, 1863,dtf

aprOdtf

Boarders.
GENTLEMAN and wife, and a few single gentlemeu can be accommodated with board at No.
4 Oxford Street.
Feb 2t~dlw*

it

tnkfN

—FOR-

Glothing,

Of all descriptions, by

Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
sept20dti
ing bought and sold.

MOLASSES!

NEW

HHDS. PRIME
250
108 HHDS

CLAYED.

MUSCOVADO,

Have Como Back Again!

..1
Middle

NEW

MOLASSES,

Now landing from Scb. “Warren Blake," Central
Wharf, lor sals ■ y

GEORGE

Choice

S.

HUNT,

111 Commercial Street.

Flour,

Com and

-BY

Oats,

THE-

G A H.
Ta O A X>
and in store. Also, a lot of

EXTRA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTER,
will be

LOWEST

sold at the

Feb. 3.—dtf

MARKET PRICES.
GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. 2 Galt Block.

Great

Inducements

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantify ol
desirable building lots In tlie West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, BCarlton. Thomas,
Wost, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, ram hall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell bn a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they trill advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost qf building, on
completion qt the house. From parties who build Im-

THE

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. Mi, at the office el the subscribers, where plans

iff*

name.

P/tnlon*s— Take

PIANO
*

and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dty

Brick House and Lot, with Stable,
Cumberland St.,
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable,

on

** with ■“**

«

JTORTES.

(i»keep constantly

-«

Piano

hand

on

Fortes,

witli all tlie modern improvements, which they can
as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ot the
quality. We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are
sell

Steinway & Sons, of New York.
sold by

All instruments
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let,

us

are

warranted to give

Cumberland Sl,

doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $2.00
doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $5.00
10 dez. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $8.00
20 doz. Sontags,
Former price, $1.26
14 doz. Sontags, hand made,
Former price, $2.00
12 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.00

3.00

24

and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!
AT

can

be

Boots and

Shoes

wear.

doz. Hoods,

Notice.
Subscribers to the Stock of tbe Northern {Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
in amounts and at times as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the office of tbe Company, No. 5 State street,
'at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
on tbe second day of April; thirty per cent, on the
first day of May; and tarty per cent, on the first day
ot J une, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
All Stocks,
upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forieited absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be forfeited without condition of redemption.
X. S. W1THINGTON,
Treasurer N. P. R. R. Co.

AND

CALL

EXAMINE

Brick House
Brick House

For Sale.
superior new Locomotive Boiler.
One second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

ONE

power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies.
One hew horizontal Engine (6 in.
cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (0 in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
IF* All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

repaired.

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

fc8d2m

cents per loot.
f£r~Also, 5 Houses

from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.

desirable residence in Cap* Elisabeth,
AVERY
mile from Portland Bridge. The house Is
two
one

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in
complete order, Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vhiinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at,
DM C«*gr«u at.,
Julv25dtf
Portland. Me.

For

Our Own

8TTITABLK

30

Hoops,
Hoops,

6

for Sale.
two-story house—seven rooms anil good
sellar
kitchen—wanned by ftimace, gas
throughout: hard and soft water. House sit-

£A

on Cumberland St., less than five minutes
walk from Post Office. Lot contains 4tytfiuaw-— '—h
x-wrnis *3,400; inquire ol
which includes a ksdIa**
tAii ci&tTK, 821 Exchange St., Fox
Block,
within one week.
maxidlw*

Twelve Second-Hand Machines,
In good order for sale at low prices.
fc]y“All kinds Machine Trimmings, at
137} Middle Street, up One Flight Stairs.
W. S. DYER.

PebSO—eodltn

Deerinf?, Milliken & Go.,
Succetson to G. L. kUortr tf Co.,
JOBBERS

And Gents’

Agent, fbr

SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.
88 aM 80 MUM. St.,
PORTLAND,
Sept 7—dtf

TJI»

TO^XTJST

No. 363 Congress Street.
AT

SAMUEL

BELL'S

bo found one of the best .elected stocks
ol BOUTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
which will be sold at the'lowest
found in til.
cash price, at 364 Congress Street, near Green St.

CAN
Oct

city,

SAMUEL. BELL

24—dtl

A Great Bargain.
subscriber being about to remove to the West,
will sell a lot oi 66 acres oi land, in Carthage, at a
It is situated about half a mile from
bargain.
great
the village, with one acre cleared. He will sou it for

THE

$60.

Feb 21—diw*

C. C.

FOR SALE l
GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at
A DRV
bargain. Forporticalan Inquire of

FOR

secand>hand HAND PRESS for Bale cheap
soon.
Size ol Platen 20X28.
person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtt

If applied for
ONE
in

in the
$1.00
1.50

$2.00,

oar

own

Notions I

A

Grocery

class

pair.

CLOAKS, CLOAKSl

Fitzgerald A Hodsdon

return thanks to the citiseni
of Portland and
for their liberal patronage
the past year. We will endeavor by close attention
to tbe wants of our customers, and a uniform courtesy to those wbo may lavor ns with their trade, to
merit as heretofore your approbation and kind iavors.

A. P. MORGAN,

Congress St., opposite the Preble House.

290

Feb 20,1888—dtf

For Sale.
THE Dwelling Honse and Land, for many
years the residence of the late Hon. J. C.
on Congress Street.
Possesion given May 1st.
For terms &c., apply to

■jjj
•HdLChiirchill,

FIRST class Stock in trade, to the STOVE and
JOBBING business. The best location and with
better convenience*, than anything at the kind in
Portland. Has a first class custom, does principally
a cash business.
Apply to
C. H. STUART & CO.,
Feb 22—d*w2wS
171 Middle St.

For Sale.
FTiirE Two-story Brick Bouse and Lot, No. 2 Deer
X Street, at a great bajigaif.
For particulars, enquire oi
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dtlAllaatleWiMirt.

For Sale.
heavy team Horses—Good workers.
DENNISON, PIERCE a CO.,
Cor. of High and Commercial Sts.

TWO

Feb 28—dlw*

vicinity,

Respectfully,

FITZGERALD A HODSDON,
148 and 150 Middle St. Portland.
Goods will bo Marked In Plain Figures.

15—dtf__
~PORTLAND ACADEMY I

HALL,

For Sale.
in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main AveSaid lot la composed of two lota In one,
very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

LOT
A
and R

nue.

For Sale.
1 PAA TONS square Hackmatack Timber.
IOUU Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackin'tack
and Hardwood Plank, mr sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Pel >4—dtl

FREE STREET.
QPBING TERM begins March

5th.

Pupils

receiv-

in

first class school.
eervloee of Mias E. JONES have been secured
as Tescher of Pencil and
Crayon Drawing, Ac.
A limited number of Private Pupil, in tho higher
English branches, and in the Languages, will be ata

C. O. FILES. Principal,

P. O. Box 103,
Feb. 2C—d3w*

28 Hanover Street.

STEAM

EMEEGE.

dredge machine, constitution,
which baa been undergoing repairs in her MaThe
and the

addition or New Boilers, Ac., is now
chinery,
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ice leaves tbe barbor to
commence her work for tbe coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONTINE.
w
Portland, I*eb. 10.—d?m*

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
A LL persons entitled to Stock in tbe Portland and
TV Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to call at tbe
office of the Company, No. 04 Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee's Receipts for certificates ol Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. A B.R.R. Co.
Dec 4. 1855.
deSti

AfitA

B;j
Bill

A large and convenient House, No. IS
Waterville St, suitable ior two fiunilies. Terms

,,i

sale liberal.

Apply to W, No. 371 Middle St.ja23dtf

Store to Let.
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson CooUdge 6k Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. &. S. E. SPRING.
Bopt 27—dtf

rjIHE
X

To Let.

To Let.

Houss No. 12 Willow Street, suitable Ibr
BjiT two small fhmllies.

Atfii

^^uUemNo.N.HigUst.
Store

to Let.
171 Fen Street, Id door from Moulton St.
In Duran & Chadwick Block. For particulars enquire ot
WILLIAM DURAN,

STORE
March

No. 8 Moulton Street.

1,1888-dtf_
Lost l

CHILD’S MUFF, at City HaH, or between
there and Brackett St, on Tuesday afternoon.—
The Under will be rewarded byleavUij“tlie same at
HERSEY, FLETCHER & CO’S.
Mar 1—dlw
Commercial St.

A

WOOD t

WOOD l

WOOD !

Sugar and Molasses.

AA HHDS. CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUGAR.
OW 150 Hints. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
For sale by.

H

HATCH, Portland.

IkMS-dSw*

EATON,
Wharf.

yo. 1 Central

in

the

ami-

city.

33.

PBALER IB

HARD

AND

OOX,

SOFT

1M Cemasercial

WOOD,

Street.

At the Office of James H. Baker, Goal Dealer.
Feb 20-dJw*

White Oak Ship Timber.

QAn.TOJis

?,i

WARD

CAUCUSES.

THEto meet at their several Ward

best N. H. White Oak sultablefor
ASVrLrStems, Transoms, Risers, Hooks, and Fut
locks• Also 100 tons Flank stocks, best quality, and
L. TAYLOE,
Tory long by
Jan 24—dti
(1 Commercial St,

.lfrnefi™ gol,lg
**iat Congress wilt stand
like
i.’,tbeU 1 P-1131wa)110
prevent his doing
in
ef!!,.
Pr;’7'able
so, come what
may.
more—I would

have that body wipe out Nay,
from the slate all that
he has done m the matter of
reconstruction,

begin the work
tionally empowered

V5r~ Reading Matter on all Four Pages.

Union Republicans of this city

track, and,

rvtruee his steps ? Hut, if
lll VatrK,tlcally ahead
in that disastrous

and

are

requested

Room*

ou

March

2d,

At 71 o'clock, tor the purpose of nominating candidates tor Aldermen. Common Councilman Constables. Warden and Clerk for each Ward, and to select
a City Committee of two from each Want, for tho eu-

anew

as

alone constitu-

to inaugurate and
perfect
It from the foundation to the top-stone. With
all deference to his exalted
position, I deny
the light of President Johnson, under the warpower, or any other power entrusted to him,
to do anything more in rebeldom than to hold
it with a firm military grasp until Congress
shall determine when, how and where elections shall be held, who shall be allowed to
vote, and what shall be the necessary conditions precedent to the re-admission to the Union of the late self-styled confederate states.—
Those states are still treasonable in spirit and
purpose, and lack nothing but the power ti
induce them to try the bloody game of seces-

sion over again.
They do not know—they
never have known—what .it is to be loyal or truly American.
Hence they are In no
sense qualified to have the ieius of government in theirown hands, but must be held
under guardiausliip ior an indefinite period,
The Question of the Future.
until I ce institutions are firmly rooted in
Whatever may have been the intention of their soil.
On this point President Johnson tabes isPresident Johnson in his recent speech, it is
sue with Congress, and with the loyal people
evident that certain prominent men will at- of
the country, upon whose sanction and suptempt'to use it for the inauguration of a new port Congress may rely with absctite certainor
party;
rather, they will attempt to revive ty. He insists that those conquered but still
treasonably disposed states are in the Union
the old pro-slavery democratic party, under a
as of old, and, therefore, "u titled to be immedinew name.
ately represented in both houses of Congress;
That such a design has been formed, and and he ventures to brand that body as not onthat certain politicians have for some time
ly contumacious, but guilty of desjaitic usurpbeen maturing their plans for it, are fac{* ation, in refusing their admission without additional safeguards as to their loyalty. Tet he
that are well known. Whether the President
has not announced by proclamation, either
has been a (tarty to the scheme has been a
that the war is ended, or that peace is restormatter of conjecture. If he has, we should
ed; bat continue* to hold those states in subshould suppose that his speech, and that of jection to hi* will as commander-in-chief of
the army and navy, under the war powerMr. Seward at New York, were in
part per- suspending even to this hour the writ of habeformance of a secret programme previously as corpus; and thus coudemus himself out of
arranged, if the development of the plot were his own mouth, and ftiliy vindicates the action
of Congress—a Congress, which, in the score
not so obviously premature.
If the wires
ol intelligence, ability, moral worth, exalted
could have been manipulated in secret another
patriotism, reverence for justice, and love for
year, it is possible that a sufficient number of impartial liberty, has never been equaled since
Northern men could have been reached to the formation oi the government. The usurpation Is on his own part in attempting to bulweaken, and perhaps seriously endanger the ly Congress into a servile
acquiescence to his
success of the Kepublican
party. But to un- demands; for it is 1* the constitutional prerogcover the conspiracy at this
stage of it, makes ative of that body alone to decide when, and
its defeat certain and easy. The party that how states may be admitted into the Union;
and it will not surrender tbat prerogative at
carried the country triumphantly
through the the bidding of an accidental occupant of the
four years of war was never stronger than it Presidential chair, even
though all the powers
of hell rally to his support.
is to-day; never more
never more de-

united;

termined that the rebels, to conquer whom
has cost so much oi treasure and of Wood,
shall not again have, the oontrol of the government

they attempted to destroy. The idea

of dividing the loyal
on

this

question

masses

of the North

is so futile that it is difficult

to believe that such

man as Mr. Seward
Southern politicians,
whether they have arisen from the slaveholding class or from the “poor whites,” may not
yet understand the North,—though one would
think they might have learned some lessons
during the past five years. But that any intelligent Northern man eoold expect to succeed by going to the country on this issue, at
this fime, can hardly be credited.
For the issue presented in the President’s
harangue is simply this,—Shall Southern rebels, whom we have been Jighting for four peat s,
now be unconditionally restored to power t—
Shall they who have do*** wevyrning they
could to overthrow the government, now he
permitted to control it? Shall they who have
murdered our sons and our brothers, by scores
of thousands, alter having forfeited, bg their

would

entertain

a

it.

“For whatever of violence, or tumult or didisaster, may grow out of this highhanded proceedure, the dread responsibility
will rest exclusively on his own head, and he
vision or

will be held to a strict accountability by on inand betrayed nation. In putting his
veto to the bill enlarging the means and usefulness of that beneficent, Christian and truly
patriotic department, the freedmen’s bureau,
he has, indeed, exercised a right accorded him
by the constitution; but the animus which
pervades that veto, the sophistry which characterizes it and the unjust allegations contain
ed in it, will be perceived and pondered by the

dignant

overwhelming mass of the humane, loyal, patriotic Christian men and women of tne land,
who, In their turn, will put an effectual veto
upon him and his pretensions to the end of
his earthly career, if there is any disregard
of the constitution; any disunion ism Inspirit
and desigu; any wish to pervert and overturn

free government, it is not on the part of
those who are execrated and abhorred lor
their unswerving loyalty by the Southern rebels and their northern sympathizers, but on
nr. r—C who is now
receiving the plaudits of
those rebels and sympathizers

our

universally.”

The Last Maine Legislature.

The Springfield Bejmb’lcan has an article
highly laudatory of the business-like dispatch
treason, not only ail political rights, but all displayed by the legislative body which has
right even to live in the country,be permitted, just closed its deliberations at Augusta, and
with their hatred toward us intensified by which is in such marked contrast to the course
their defeat, to return to their old places of of the Massachusetts Legislature. After sumpower, to accomplish there, with the aid of ming up the doings of the Maine body, which
Northern copperheads, what they failed to do in Us brief session of fifty-two days passed
by the sword? This question, stated in dif- two hundred and twenty-two ‘acts and sevenferent forms, is the real one that is before ty-scTeu resolves, all of a business character,
Congress and the country. And, strange as it the Bepublican says:
The legislation of the session was almost
may seem, President Johnson seems to favor
entirely confined to action upon recognized
such restoration for them. This is claimed to
wants and needs, and the members devol ed
be “ his policy of reconstructionand if he
themselves to hard work rather than long
and his coadjutors attempt to form a party, it
speeches, and when the business for which
will be upon this platform. It needs no their constituents elected them had been acprophet to foretell tor it a miserable failure.— complished, they very wisely adjourned and
went home. The session was a model of disNot on this rock can the Bepnblican party be
patch and brevity, which other lawmakers
would do well to study and imitate.
split
There are minor questions, Incidental to
Parson Browulow Defines Hie Position.
this, on which there is some difference of
The last number of the Knoxville
Whig,
opinion among loyal men. Such is the quesbefore the news of the veto or of the
tion of suffrage for the negro. While a ma- printed
contains
an
editorial
in
auswer
to quesspeeoh,
jority of the North, we believe, are in favor of tions as to the position of the
paper on the quesgiving the ballot to the colored race, not only tious of the day. Governor Browulow
says he
in justice to them, but as. a means of weakenfully indorses Andrew Johnson’s policy, as deing the power of tbe rebels, there is not that veloped by him when Military Governor of
unanimity on this question at the North Tennessee, but as to his present policy neither
the Whig nor “the loyal and true men of Tenamong men of undoubted patriotism, that we
might desire. And if these new political con- nessee" are ready to Indorse It till they know
splritors had been shrewd enough to keep precisely what it Is. The closing lines of the
still and bide their time, they might possibly article however place the views of the writer in
have been able to push this suffrage question a very clear light :
“If he intends to
pardon and turn loose upon
into the foreground, and Urns divide and disthe
tract the North.

But the same madness that precipitated tbe
rebellion in 1800, springing from the same
source, now precipitates the question of “restoration.” This is the burden of the President’s veto message, and of his recent speech.
This is tbe cry of every unrepentant rebel in
the South, and ot all their abettors and sympathisers in the North. Generals and Colonels in the army of the rebellion are now Governors, Legislators, and Judges iu States which
they have reorganised. Men whose hands are
red with the blood of their murdered countrymen are knocking for admission to the halls of
Congress. Such are the men who are the
uoisiest advocates of ''President Johnson’s
policy f who clamor the loudest for unconditional restoration. On this issue the loyal North
will stand in solid column, despite the seductions of patronage, or the menaces of power.
The thousands of brave men Who upheld the honor of our flag on so many bloody
fields will not now consent to surrender it
into the hands of traitors. And the other

thousands,

not less

patriotic,
through

who

encouraged
conflict, will
now stand with them at the ballot box; and
the people will redeem the broken promise of
the President, by teaching the enemies of
our country that “treason is a crime.”
Mr. Garrison

on

the

the Course of the President.

Mr. William Lloyd Garrison made a speech
in Washington the other day, in which he
sharply criticised the President’s veto. His
remarks are reported as follows by the Chroni1
cle:

“On this occasion, some perhaps may wish
to know what I think of President Johnson
and his reconstruction
policy. First, as to
himself. I certainly am not uisposed to forget
the important service he rendered the cause
of emancipation in Tennessee, while governor,
by proclaiming slavery,abolished in that state;
and also what he dared to do and suffer in defense of the country, while surrounded by the
wolves and serpents of secession.
Moreover,
having been unexpectedly called, like Ills lamented

predecessor, to

assume

the most tre-

mendous responsibilities, and to fill the most
trying station ever yet occupied by any ruler
or

magistrate, I cheerfully

country oU the bad men that led off in this
rebellion; or if he intends to reconstruct the
late rotten democratic party, and to force
upon
Congress the rebel delegates talking treason
and boastiug of what they did to
destroy the’
government, we are not with him nor are the
true men of the natiou.
If he holds to the
principles of the Baltimore platform, upon
which himself and Mr. Lincoln were uorniuated, we are with him. If he has crawled off of
that platform, we will not go off with
him, nor
will the loyal men of the
country.”
Well Put.—The Boston Trantcript
puts the
reconstruction issue in its proper light:
“In considering the present aspect of the
question of Uecoustruotion it must be kept
Steadily iu mind that uo element of faction or
revenge or hatred enters into the reluctance of
Congress to admit members from the late seceded States.
The object in keepiug them in
their present comlitiou is not to
oppress the
Southern whites, but to prevent the Southern
whites from oppressing the Southern blacks.
All the articles of the Democratic
press, all tbo
declamations of the Democratic orators, proceed on the theory that the “radicals” desire to
crush a class, whereas the purpose of the radicals is to prevent a class troni being crushed.
Whatever heat may enter into the
controversy
however bitter may be some of the
things said
against the Southern whites, tliere is really uo
intention of shutting out the Southern
people
from the Union after the whale Southern
people have been protected in their natural rights.
The opposition to tbeir present claim conies
simply from a natural indisposition to put the
whole local power of the disorganised States,
and their whole representative power iu Congress into the hands of a negro-hating, semir, bellious
clique."

Mr. Wilson’s Bill.
Mr. Wilson’s bill to continue in force trio
present Freedmen’s Bureau provides that the
act to establish a bureau for the relief of freedmeu and refugees, approved March 3,1865, shall
continue in force two years from and after the
Section 2 requires the
passage of this act.
head of said bureau to cause to be enforced
such rules and regulations, uot inconsistent
with the Constitution and laws of the United
States, as shall protect refugees, freedmeu and
in all States or parts of States
persons of color,
wherever by tbe operation of the war to suppress the rebellion or by the adoption of the
amendment to the Constitution any person
heretofore held in slavery or involuntary servitude shall have been emancipated, In the enjoyment of the right to make and enforce contracts, to sue the parties and give evidence in
all courts and causes, lease,
purchase, hold, sell
and convey real and personal
propei ty, ami--'
have the full and equal benelit of all 1*'* for
the security of person, estate
liberty. The bill was referred u- u® Military

Committee.

admit that it be-

him to move with great circumspection
in the discharge of his official duties. He has
his own line of policy, which he adheres to
with great tenacity; but until recently 1 have
not believed that he would venture to inflexicomes

EIDWHST

_

Trinidad

than the

Terms-$H,00 per year in advance.

and sustained them

For Sale.

er ed at any time in the Term.
Particular attention paid to Young Men preparing
themselves for College. Excellent opportunities oiCored to Young Ladies or Young Gentlemen wishing
to study French, German, Latin, Botany, Mathematics, Ac.
Pupils of both sexes received in all branches usu-

taught
ally
'The

a

A

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

UNION

Store, now doing

to

For Sale.

100 New Style Embroidery Seta, Sleeves and Collars, tot #1.25 a set. An invoice of Now Style Buttons, just received. 500 boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
for 37 cents. 50 doa Her Nets, at 10 cts each.
20
doz. Shirt Bosoms, all linen, from 20 to 75 cents.—
Black Lace Veils from 15 cents to #5.00.

Feb

and Provision

succesaful bualnsss and one of the beat stands in the

GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Ex’or,
Fob. 28—3wd*196 Fore Street.

$1.00, lor 60 cts.

All

KIMBALL,

of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

For Sale.

City. Apply

500 Belts and Buckles, tormer price
each: 100 doz. Ribbed Hose lor 22c per
I3F" All our Gloves at Cost.

AT

SA LE!

fTlHE Stock and Fixtures of a long established first

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

CLOAKS,

a great

THRASHER & CO.,
Feb 27—dtf4 Free St. Block.

For Sale.

Pina—American and Howe’s, 5c per paper.
Needles—Mil ward’s Gold Eye, 5c per paper.
Dress Braids—10c piece.
Corset Clasps—8c piece.
Gents’ Paper Collars—25c per box.

Famishing Goods!

EMPIRE

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtt

Skirts!

importation.

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

Village,

mHE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
I MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address

CORSETS l

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,

GOOD FARM of about 70 acres, about 1} miles
fr m Gorham
on the line of the Portland
ds Roc.^-ster Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms liberal. Apply to

GEO. L.

Genuine French Woven, $1.75 and

needle than any other machine In the world.

Union Button-Mole Machine

85

Tapes, 3 Inch,
Tapes, 3 Inch,

Yankeo

City,

Inquire

Manufacture—Unequalled

0

in this

FOUR BRICK HOUSES in the City ot Chel;■ sea, and two in the City of Boston,
lit For further particulars inquire of
E. WEBSTER * SON.
No. 74 Middle St. Portland,
Or J. M. PRINCE, Esq., No. 32 Congress St, Boston, Maas.
March 1—d2w*
,.i
u„

Firm

CORSETS,

FOB

leather, Clothing, Carriage Trimming,
nag Family Sewing.
It will carry the largest thread with a smaller

75

Trade!
20

Exchange

or

Property

Nov. 11—dtf

Hoop

LOTS,

F'ranUin.Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Frenimt,
Hammond, Wiutlirop, Walnut, North, Montreal, Melbourne. Queoec, Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic, Munjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30

45

Skirts ?

Hoop

<4>000

Oak St.,
$5,000
on Pearl St.,
$3,250
Also, some very desirable locations on Cowgbbss,
Fbbk, Pink and Carletnn Stream, from $0000 to $14.000, and several Houses and Lota on Middle Striet,
from $4,000 to $15,000, together with several desiraDie Resiliences in Gorham. Me., and adjacent to the
City on the line ot Railroad.
Feb 28—d .w
on

1,25

QUESTION—Who Bednced the prloe of

THE NEW IMPROVED

Leavitt Sewing Machine,

75

Former prloe, $1,50

Made to Measure

We solicit the tonner patrons and the public in general to call and examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing our prices—qualities considered—as low as
the lowest.
The store will be under the direction of Mr.
Lothrop, who will give his personal attention in part
to this branch of the business.
We are also Agents tor the Howe Sewing Machine.
Ws W, LOTHROP & CO., 86 Middle St.
W Wholesale Store, Union St.
R. L. Morse, W. W. Lothrop, S. K. Dyer.
FebS—eod3m

5,00

Former price, $1.25

Fashionable Boots and Shoes,
Children’s

$5,600

A

$1.25

Tuners.

the old stand No. 88 Middle Street,
found an extensive assortment of

LIST !

10

Hoods,

$4,500

Farm for Sale.

10

15 doz.

ou

on

City Residence

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

some

temperature

WILL SELL

PRICE

Steam Boilers! Boot. Shoe&Rubber Store,

boilers 700 degs. of beat is thrown away.
making a loss 011-3 the ftiel. The question Is
oiten asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes
perfect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any
desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up ail the waste
heat but 200 (legs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown frem engines, which will and much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars iuqulre of

ON

other•

Tlie undersigned begs leave to annuUDce tliat they are manufacturing and

1863._may4tf
BLANCHARD’S

| Improvement

tut

STREET.

m

For Sale

All consignments, and must be sold—bring what
they will—give ns a bid

f*r
Sold by druggista generally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1. 18G6—eod&eow6m

Portland. May J,

on

St

bud circulation

o/ the Pres* is larger
of all the other dailies

Also, tor the purpose of selecting seven Delegates
from each Ward, to meet In convention to nominate a
candidate to be supported lor Mayor at thj ensuing
Municipal Election.
Per 6rder of City Committee.
Febkft-td.

PROCTER,
LIME

“d

issue

suing year.

-BY-

C.

JOHN

Real Estate fox* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

1

v

■

STACKS OF HOODS, •
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

Boston,I**. January 24,1866.—Stawtmayl

07 TIERCES,

Real Estate for Sale 1

IdP Beware of Counterfeits.

THIS!

GREAT BRICES GIVEN

Jan 30-dU

daily

Friday Evening,

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

Jan $0—dim

STACKS OF BREAKFAST SHAWLS,
1
STICKS OF CLOUDS,

For Gents', Ladles’, Misses’ and
This excellently located Hotel has been*
Also,

A.T

Buy !!!

Remember Every Morning,
Remember Every Evening 1

same

PARKER.

capital.

small

ON

Remember Every Day,
Remember Every Afternoon,

-:t

St.

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and
Mattress Ticks.

ness, offers for sale the lea e and a portion
iof the fixtures of said house.
This hotel ranks among the first in the
country,
and commands a large proportion of the travel,
it
has one hundred
twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially tarnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Booms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, Ac. In connection with the house is a large
aud convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock.
To
any one desirous of entering the hotel busiuess will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a

|

The

J

For Sale or to Lease!

l^eei!
T jj-.rr r

148 & 150

r:

of

Short Notice,

(on acundersigned being compelled
health)to relinquish Hotel busi-

The

February!

iigi/o

March 2, 1866-

Friday Morning,

aount ol ill

HOUSE

Bill for

i

>.ut
i

Manufactured only by PII ALOIV Ac NOIV.

GENTS’ EINEIST
Got up in the Best Possible Manner,
Act

148 and ISO !

—>—

ft

wiiirh

of all kind. WASHED and CLEANSED

mar
y be seen,

MAKER OP

A

148 and ISO l

A ITIonI Exqainite, Dflicnte nn«l FruPertMMr, BivliiM frtiu ||m
«n4 Rennlifnl Flower from

to arrive

AT ItEDUCED

Force

rode. References given. Address Portland P. O.,
Feb 2d—2w*
j. M. (L

it run t
Rare

without injury to the finest fabrics.
LINEN

the first day of March next, we are prepared
our large, well selected and entirely nee stock

Feb 1—dtf

Wanted.
a man of experience, a situation as
Book-keeper in some wholesale establishment or Lumber

"Who

1

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY.

magnificent

as

present «t°re, No, 4 Frco St root Block,

era.

'Portland, Dec 12, 1866.

at

E iirnitnre !

Mauufifccturors of and Dealers in

Biddeford

BY
1

I

A

Fab 20—J3w

LANCASTER
to sell

JAMES ANDREWS,

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,

f|Kjl

SO Cmaunhl Street,
Head Maine Wharf.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

ROOM known
Having

From

&

No. 30 Exchange Street,

PORTLAND

SIZE.

These Coals are of the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 600 cords ot best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which wo will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ot the city at
short notice.
gyGive ug a call and try us.

leased

Sts.,

PORTLAND,

J.

Apply
Dec 27—dtf

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS

WH. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

SIZE.

White and Red Ash Coal.

Selling

Stone-Cutters Wanted.
Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
WANTED
to

-AT-

Jan 12—dtf

No.

change

J. HANKERSON * 6o„
130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

Nov 23—dtf

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

ALSO.
tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kinds of hard and loft Wood, on hand and for sale by

Free burning and VERY FUSE, and all kinds of

PORTLAND, MM.

WHOLESALE AND

EGG

900 TONS LOBERY,

Mr.

AND

AND

EGG AND STOVE

Law,

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

AN

polite

200

St, Second-Hand

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

SWEAT,

In tho State of Maine to
convenient and tueflil patented arti-

•ell a new,
clc. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare
to make money should call on, or addresss.

Superior Electro Magnetic Machined for sale
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate s lew patients with board
snd treatment at bis house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

CHESTNUT COAL, at

450 tons John’s Stove and Egg Coal.
500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal.
W ell picked and screened; delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price for Cash.

275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

Window-Glass,

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons Laving decayed
teeth or stump, they wish to have removed for resetinvitation to call.
ting he wouhlgive a

them for particulars.
THOMAS XVH1TTEMORE.

Coal. LOOK

Coal,

Cor. Franklin Wharf AT Commercial

f mparters of ud Dealers la all kiafis o(

Who have cold bancs and feet; weak stomachs, lamaud weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dlziiness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of tbe Dowel.; pain in tbe side and book;
leucorrhoea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will liiiii In Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painftil menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with youiig ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!

Agent In every town

WB

JUST

Chose, Littlefield St Co.,

palsied

Fob 2—dim

COAL, COAL, COAL

I

sagajuous
kI,

——--

•,

the northern
copperheads on the other. As a
man, what timber evidence can he
lu 1,is sober
senses, that he is untOrtu011 *bc
wrouB
therefore,
he h

Augusta House.

wSf

Wanted.

Kennebec, Ltncolu, Oxford, Penobscot, Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc, Somerset, and York.

RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

DEXTER.

Hardware and

N. BEALE.
C. A. B MORSE.
fe3dfcvrlmU

S.

Free Slrcei,

18

RheamaUc,

A

Old Prices

most elegant

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the style and Arm of
BEALE <e MORSE,
For the purpose of continuing the Lime, Cement and
Plaster business heretofore conducted by S. N. Beale

Woolens>

and

The
the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of yoath; the heated hraln Is cooled; the Croatbitten limbs restored, the nnconth deformities removed; fointuess converted to vigor, weakness to
strength ;- the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the
form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; tbe accidents of mature Hie
tbe
calamities ol old age obviated and an
prevented;
active circulation maintained.

COLD WEATHER!

feSd&wlmO

COPARTNERSHIP.

Jobber! of

Wanted.

CARRIAGE SMITH wanted. Apply at E. H.
LEMONT’S Carriage Manufactory, Preble St.
Feb 20—dtf

PORTLAND.

-OF THE-

plies—we

NEW PERFUME

thoroughly refitted, and fiirnlshed In the

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00..

r*

°S

Mess,

daily

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

»By

relay

COLD WEATHER!

by

Feb 1,1866

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Solicitors

LlDIBt

No. 90 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs McCARTH Y & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYI^S

No. 106 Middle Street.
Aug 25—dtl

tome

By Electricity

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Casern

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

_

complaints.

copartnership heretofore existing between

W idtfer y’a Wharf,

IN

permanently located in this city. During the three
Wanted
ws have been in this city, we have cured
the most Important Cities and Towns
of the worst forum of disease in persons who have
the
throughout
to
solicit
for one of the best
State,
forms
ol
tried other
treatment in vain, and ctrlng
Um insurance Co’s in the country. A flue opportunpatients In so short a Ume that the question Is eiten ity
wr Ministers or Teachers to add to their small
cared?
To answer this question salaries.
asked, do they stay
the right persons the most liberal in-,
we will say that ail that do not May cured,
will ducements To
will be given.
doctor the second time without charge.
Address with References, and stating what amount
Dr. D. lias been a practical Electrician for twentyof territory you can cover.
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
<AE°. a. french,
to chronic diseases in
u* k no
Electricity is perfectly
Feb
28—d4t
Manchester, N. H.
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully j
Wanted.
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, seroAila. hip
a man and wife, no
children, a good condiseases, white swollings, spinal diseases, curvature
venient
rent in a central location—on a Street
of the Bpine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
traversed
the Horse Can preferred.
Rent
by
or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stam160 to $260. Have lived in one house fifteen
mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges- yean; may occupy another as
If
long
satislhctory.
cure
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
Address box 1753 Post Oflice.
fe22dtf
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strlotnreg of the chest, and all forms of female
years

BAND ALL, McALLISTER A 00.,

BUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
• of our Arm from Feb. 1st, 1860.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim

No. M MARKS T sOUAMe,

rHKKE ho would respectfully announce to tlx
\\
V V citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has

ALSO*

CopAX>^er6^P Notice.

Manufaoturer of Mirror A Picture Frames.

CHASS, ORAM

1866.

The subscriber would inform his triends and the
public that he will continue the Boot and Shoe Manufacture, and the sale of Dry Goods and Groceries,
heretofore conducted by M. G. HAYDEN & GO., at
the old stand in C orhaiu.
Thankful for past thvors so liberally bestowed, ho
still hopes to merit your approbation.
M. G. HAYDEN.
telOdU
Gorham, Feb 8, 1866.

Photographic Goods,
Mirror* and Engravings.

Jmnclltf

W. F.

-----

Notice.

er Attended to. Orders trom oat ol town solicited.
May 22—dtl

K.

1

:■

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

J«

fc-7dtf

consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

PLASTERERS,

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the (Jailed States Hate]

or Gentlemen.
Lincoln & Son,”
county, to canvass for
The Volunteer's Return,” Woman’s Mission,’*
(a field hospital scene}) u President Lincoln and Family,” an 1 other engravings. Agents make from £&
to $7 per day with them. They
say everybody likes
mm.
Card ptotures Airnished. album sine. Writs
distinctly your county, town ana name.
WM. 1. R1 CL, General Agent,
P. 0. Box 780.
Springfield, Mass.
February 20, I860.
d$w

For Sale and to Let»

each

Wattcr’s Anti-Freezing Force Pump

Dissolution.

DRIED

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

NEW STORE,

other

Jan 19—dtf

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,
WHOLESALE DEALKK8

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.
A few more of tbuse all Linen Army Sheets lor
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 cts.
A complete and g:neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

k MANSON.

OHUROHILL, BROWNS

Refer*, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell 4
Senter: Gerrish 4 Pearson; John Dennis 4 Co.;
Clark Read 4 Co. Portland Me.
no88dGiu

AMD

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norpolb, Ya.
tV" Consignments solicited.

$1

adapted

Wear.

Spring

American Prints, 16 to 26 Cents.

SMALL.
jaJ6d2m

GENERAL

Ur MorubaadiHe of all kind, bought and sold
Nurthern account.

CO.

C. E.
K.S.
J.C.

HENRY jP. WORCESTER,

LINE OF

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city,
Also a Fine assortment of

Copartnership.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

NEW

WOOLEN GOODS, for

fcl4dtf

for

K£T*Prompt attention paid to all kind, of Jobbing
our

copart-

ltoundy,

\

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
in

a

A

name

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
.....

Notice.

Copartnership

DAMASK and

LINEN

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

I.TTTinCK DANA,
LUTHElt W. DANA,
FKANK 3. DANA.
fe22cf

Fortlanc], Feb. 14,1866.

DEWING,
Electrician

]V£edical

C O T T O 1ST S !

WANTED l

w4

SONS,

&

N.

114

copartnership

a

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Business.

PLASTERERS,
No. 6 South Street,

Notice.

For the transaction ol a

Joseph Gray St Co.,

DR. W.

DeLaines and Ginghams,

$a

Agents, Ladies

lot of

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

undersigned have formed
rpHE
X under the firm name ot

Business Cards.
Successors to

_

JAMES E. SEVEBY,
J. BEBBY.

Copartnership

L.

new

Grocery Business,

the

on

entire

an

Rich Dress Goods!

Feb 27—dlw»

tJT JOB PRINTING, of every description, exedispatch; and all business pertaining io
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as atxive.

Have just received

Wants, Lost and Found.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

of

S. A.

cuted with

SHERIDAN

name

BERRY,

&

SEVEKY

length

tion.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

subscribers have this day entered into co-

fpUK
X

i Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

$8 per annum, in advance.

bly array himself against Congress, and against
the clear expression of the popular will, as be
is now defiantly doing. He had better in* do
it, tor he will be the loser by the em-omiter.—

Enough that, however sincere, or patriotic he
be, Ills plan of reconstruction causes great
disquietude aud alarm among the loyal masses,
may

and that it receives the «rarm approval of all
the southern rebels on the one hand, and all

iyin Graoe

(»f'-'/,odirt) Church,

Chicago

curious features, the
the extended action.
most
oorner pew of the
The V'/ boards are in the
c..nue aisle, twenty feet from the organ, the
tracker-work and draw-stop action ruuuing
under the floor, in the basement. This instrument, though small, contains over four thousand feet of tracker-work, the swell trackers being near forty feet long from the keys to the

the organ

»°me

po*»—**
uotl<'-*,,e being

valves, still preserving remarkable
in the touch,

promptness

ITJ11*1"'

CLOSE IP THE RANKS.
We hope none of our city readers will underestimate the importance of the preliminary
A PAKAIAKL AND A SUGGESTION.
meetings advertised for to-night. Every Rethe signapublican family should be represented, and evThe Argus of yesterday bad, over
and imery voter who has acted with the party of the
ture of “Observer,” a very touching
President Johnson Union, should be found in his ward room topressive article, beaded
in which the
side by side with Washington,”
night, unless prevented by absolute necessity.
a benefiin
vetoing
The struggle which seemed ended has broken
President
the
coi duct of
whicli infringed
out afresh. There is still need to sink all mincent and necessary measure
to that of or
the rights of no one, is compared
points of difference, and present an unbrokafter having
en front to the common
the father of his country who,
euemy. To secure
aided a nation to freedom, declined to accept this end, let us meet and take counsel together
its crown. Hear what the writer says:
this evening.
True, Andrew Johnson lias not rejected leIn ordinary times a municipal election has
but
his
discriminating little
gal honors by name,
political significance. It is now invested
him
instincts
have
led
and
patriotic
sagacity
with
with
the importance which is naturally atdecline
imperial powers
which,
tuWdly
if accepted, he could perpetuate hi> jiosition tached to the first manifestation ot popular
The Frcedmen’s
as ruler so long as he chose.
feeling at the polls, under the new aspect of
Bureau hill which he has just vetoed clothed
It is the duty, therefore,
him with powers which, combined with tbe the political skies.
ordinary lores of extraordinary ofiicial pat- of every patriotic citizen to assist in the nomNo
ronage, would have enabled a President of ination of unexceptionable candidates.
common ambition
to re-elect himself, and
to sit
has a

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

T'ho Noblest Koman of them all.

right
quietly atjjome to-night
thus lengthen out his term of oliicc to an inand complain to-morrow that the selection is
definite period.
unsatisfactory. It is every man’s business to
we were endowed with the hundred eyes
see to it personally, that the candidates to
supposed to belong to our neighbor, the Argus, whose
hands it is proposed to commit the
we might be able to discern some sort of parof onr municipal affairs, are first,
management
only
allel between the two eases; but having
men capable of
conducting those affairs wisea single ordinary pair of optics, as Sam Weller
and prudently, and xecondly, men who will
sec it.
can’t
ly
Wc
limited.”
says, “our wision’s
fine words most completely unite the suffrages of all loyIf, however, the object of all these
man

is merely to affirm that Mr Johnson has irreparably destroyed all possibility of his own
re-election by any party, we are not disposed
to dispute that statement.
But the funniest portion of the article in
“
Observer”
question remains to be noticed.
finds the present situation critical, and thinks
that something should he done. He is evidently haunted by a secret fear lest the supposed defection of the President from the Republican rank3 should not prove to that party

al voters.

blow as it was at first announced
to be, and he proposes to save the country on
this wise. The italics are ours:
Let us not be misunderstood—Democrats,
as such, ask no official favors from the Executive. But the country must be saved from
further strife and peril. The condition of our
finances, our industrial interests, our relations
to other powers all demand a re-united North
and South, and those who in any position
stand in the way of it must fi-om the necessity of the case give place to men of whatever
prior party relations whose influence shall be
directed to this great common end. Now,
how is it here in Maine ? How in Portland ?
The Collector of this port, who by means of
the largely increased patronage lately conferred can exert a controlling influence over this
congressional district, is a radical partizan of
the Sumner school. Our new Postmaster is,
and always has been, an extremist of extremes
in the same direction, and has wielded his pen,
even while on the bench, to prove that the
f'outh must be governed as conquered territories.

Republican party

so

deafly

a

No one denies their right to entertain thenwell known views. But what possible hope
can be entertained of the triumph of President Johnson’s policy, so long as such men
are allowed to keep their places ? Holding
the opinions they do, they ought to throw up
their commissions at once. In England the
retention of office under like circumstances,
would be regarded as dishonorable. Not that
we would impeach their honesty, for in this
country there is les3 delicacy in the public
mind on this subject than even in England.
But the point is this—The President's policy
must utterly fail and the country continue to
suffer, so long as such men give direction to
the streams of influence flowing and made to
flow with increasingforce from these gi-eat political centres. What is true here is applicable to other localities. The President then
owes it to this country to set aside his enemies and All their places with men whose |
views are in harmony with his own.

Observe the modesty of the above. Demo
crats care nothing about office—oh, no,—but

they
willing
accept
painful responsibilities tor the good of the country. Then,
too, the hint about the obligations of honor
and delicacy Batwraasmiu •»
anything we
have seen lately. Doc3 anybody recollect a
time when it was customary for Democratic
officials to resign because the party of the opposition desired them to do so l* If considerations of this kind should compel an official
to vacate his office the moment he finds himself opposed by any portion of the people,
then the position of President Johnson, which
is claimed to he diametrically opposed, not onto

are

its

ly to the great majority of the loyal people,
but to the whole party which placed him in
power, is one of peculiar awkwardness. We
would suggest to ‘‘Observer,” that he should
favor tbo Executive with his ideas ou this
nice

point.

loth to quench the budding hopes of
those whose hunger for office reveals itself in
such pleasant projects as the above; hut truth
We

are

to say that there is small prospect
of their getting much satisfaction at present.

compels

us

The President is not apparently so resolutely
bent on precipitating himself into the arms of
the Copperheads as tho^e worthies would have
us

It would seem that he

believe.

already

re-

grets the ill-advised expressions which have
escaped bint, and that he deprecates a rupture
with the party to which he owes his elevation.
At any rate, those who, like “Observer,” are
feeding their fancy with pleasant anticipations
of the time when “postorfisses” and collectorships will reward their servile prostrations
may console themselves as best they can over
the fact announced in the following dispatch
of ‘‘Perley” to the Boston Journal of yesterday:
The President, while he opposes this determination of a majority of the Congressmen,
declares that he does not intend to quarrel
with the party who elected him, or to ally himself with their opponents. To-day he has
sent to the Senate the appointment of two
■postmasters in the districts of Thad. Stevens,
and of IMhu Washburnc, recommended by
these gentlemen respectively.
He declares
that there shall he no proscription on account
of opinion.

Letter from Maryland.

Baltimore, Feb. 27,1866.
To the Editor 0/' the Preu :
The action of President Johnson relative to
the Freedmen and the status of the rebels,
may undoubtedly be regarded as a departure
from the line of policy marked out by Hr.
Lincoln, and a total indifference to the permanent weilare of the country. That President
Johnson never had any sympathy with the
and its

principles, may

or

may not be true, but that he has most unex-

pectedly and wickedly violated their confidence and defied those principles, is too patThe writer has now
been in the South nearly three mouths, during which time he has studied the feelings
and character of those lately in rebellion, with
a sincere purpose to ascertain their condition
politically. In their crowded hotels, business
stores or public prints, the one spirit of hostility to liberty and the North is manifested, and
that continually. You find aristocracy and
oppression visible in myriad forms. Slavery,
ent to need mention.

fcAi^Mackias river is free from ice. It was
cleared out by contract, for S156, in three days.
SijfThe Machias Union learns that Asbury
White, past forty-five years of age, a resident
of Jonesport,bung himself on Feb. 22d,
His
health had been poor for some time, having
contracted disease while in the 30th Me. Regi
incut, in the South. Once not long before his
death, he denied himself food for five days. He
was found, lite extinct, in less than an hour after
he left the house, suspended from a tree.

upon the hearth of the stove, and stooping forward for some purpose, his feet slipped ofl'; and
he fell forward and instantly expired. His age
was about 76.

we

also will make an extract or two

from the letter which has afforded the
Aryus
so much satisfaction.
Mr. Bowles says:
It is idle for the President to
expect to separate certain prominent men in the
republican party, drive them out and retain the
great
for
him
to
bodyvain
believe he can make
this issue with Congress, and take
up his fellowship with the copperheads and traitors
whom he has fought and who have fought him
through these five years of national a-onv
and not wreck his future and dishonor Us reputation ; useless for him to do this, and hope
to carry on a successful and honorable admim

occupied by Dr. Higgins, in
stroyed by fire on the 18th

Surry,
February.
saved, though considerably

house was

was

during the ooming season in Franklin.
53F"The store occupied by C. B. & A. Abbott at Allen's Corner, Westbrook, was discovered to be on fire Wednesday evcniug, and was
pretty much consumed, with very little saved.

They
quite large stock of goods. The
fire took, it is supposed, from the stove.
1®"James Hall, Jr., of Co. B., 29th Maine
Vols., committed suicide in Philadelphia on
Friday last.
had

a

uieet

returning

advances of his in a propIt is just possible that those
er spirit.
gentlemen who are so eager to consider the
Republican party dead, and to commence their feast
any

upon the “funeral baked meats” are a trifle
too fast in their reckoning.
Mu. Emtob

I would like to ask
through
the columns of the Press ” if some measures
cannot be taken immediately to stop the nui-

of dead animals being thrown in our
public thoroughfares. The writer of this has
witnessed the most offensive sights in State
Park and Pearl Streets .where some of our
best citizens reside.
There should be a law enacted that whoever is guilty ot such indecencies will be dealt
with accordingly.
A CITIZEN.
J’oetland, March 1st, 1$<W.
sance

■.

Y

DENTIST,
Second House from H. H. Hay's Apothecary
Store.
mar2SNd&wtl

Gentlemen's Boots and Shoes
Of the lin‘ist stock and host workmanship, can be had
T. E. MOSELEY & CO., Summer St., Bouton.

ot

March 2—dlt

Aromatic

Colgate’s

Vegetable Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Otis In combination with Glycerine,
A

and especially designed for the nsc of Ladles and
for the Nnrtery. Its perfume i. exquisite, and its

washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Druggists.
felO’GGsKdly

tST*The Bangor Whig says the ice in the
Corporation Mills (Veazie)
broke up on Tuesday night, although two feet
®" A Fkyalsltfial View of Marriages
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
thick in plaoes, and was carried over the dam,
taking with it several piers and the bridge over .and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treathe sluiceway. The jam of ice is now below
ties on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
Bend.
It
is
not
Eddington
likely that the ice upon the Mind and Body, with the Author's Plan of

dead water above

will break up here at present, unless we have
another warm term like that of last week.
The water, however, has risen several feet, and
the ice in the Kenduskeag is broken up nearly
to its mouth.

|jy The report of the Directors of the Me.

Railroad, shows the road to be in a
prosperons condition. During the past seven
months which the report covers, the average

Ceutral

monthly earnings have

been $45,985; the total
expenses for that time have been $215,470, of
which $81,301 were expended on track and

$40,481 on engines and cars.
ty Messrs. Bailey & Brown are to commence at Gardiner on tho 9th inst., the publication of

a

weekly paper,

to

be called the Kei-

nebec

Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
onre, as Bhown by the report of cases treated, A
IruthfUl adviser to Uie married, and those contemplating marriage, who ontertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent freo of postage to any address,
on receipt ol 25 cents, in stamps or postal
currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CBOIX, Ho. 31 Maiden Lane,
H.
Y.
Albany,
The author may ho consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either
personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 0—8

N

d&wOrn

and

destroyed their business. All who
“repentant” rebels and believe In readmitting them to political privileges, will find
talk of

from actual observation that the Southerners
at

—..^i.
heart,
a*
they first inaugurated the war, and one
needs only to travel from here to Richmond
to be convinced of this fact.
They admit
themselves whipped, but it Is only a forced
submission, and not a few are bold enough to

are

ftsar- ..s.i.,

*—■

when

venture the assertion that the rebellion is on-

ly suspended. Secession Is yet a cherished
idea here, although it may be latent.
Such being the facts, it is to be regretted
that Andrew Johnson ever committed himself to the fatal doctrines enunciated in his
veto. It is hard for liberty to be stabbed “in
the house of its friends.”
President Johnson’s course is hailed with
immense satisfaction by his copperhead friends,
and they are legion. The rebels hereabouts
are jubilant over it, as the precursor of restoration to their old positions and influence, and

speaking as we mean, they certainly are not
without ground for hope.
So far as the Executive is interested, the
entire efforts of four years’ war, which resulted in giving the blessings of freedom to the
slave, are lost, totally, hopelessly. It is sad to
contemplate that the Executive ever listened
to dubious advice and questionable authority
relative to the Southern condition, or ever
gave way so far to visions of future fame, as
to forfeit the confidence of the anti-slavery
people of the world. No wonder that the
“
Virginian papers chronicle his veto as the
best news heard in the South sinee the rout
of the Federal army at Bull Run,” for if the
veto has any significance, it means pardon to

Gen. Howard's staff
Philadelphia is cheerful over tho subscription of$600,006 to establish a line of southern steamers aud the determination of the
Pennsylvania railroad to establish a line of
“‘-“amers between Philadelphia and Liverpool.

tyThe

executive oo—atw

th«

union

Congress, cousistiug of General
Schenck, cbai'mau, Senators Henderson and
and Couness, and Representatives Rollins of
New Hampshire, Hart of New York, Broomall
of Pennsylvania aud Moulton of Illinois, met
and organized on Wednesday, and chose os

I have used JOHHSON’S KEPKODUCTOB for
ton weeks and have
strictly iollowed the directions
containod in his circular, and I now have a fine
growth of hair where I was entirely bakl.
1 have no hesitation in recommending it to any
one who may have occasion to use it.
J. M. MULLALY.
Jan 30—gNdtf

traitors,

and ftill

secretary Thos. L. Fullock of Portsmouth, N. H.

|y Tlie custom House at Toronto, was
on Sunday
night of some $6000, America!} money. The vault was entered by means
of its own key, which had been carelessly left
in the building.
At present no trace of the
burglars can be found.
ty Major Gee, afronetiuiein the eharge of
the Confederate prison at Salisbury, North
Caro.ina, is on trial at Raleigh, on the charge of
cruelty to the prisoners under his charge duringtho war. The commission decided againsthis
ploa that his taking the amnesty oath deprived
robbed

the court of jurisdiction.
ty The diarv of Capt. Musgrave, who was
wrecked on one of the Auckland Islands and
detained there with his orewtbr twenty months
is about to be published in Londun.
Much of
it was written in seal’s blood. It is said to be
as wonderful as Robinson
Crusoe, and yet per-

fectly

true.

ty A boy at Ossipec, N. H., fourteen years
of age, has been sent to State Prison for six
years, for horse-stealing.
(y A young man obtained a divorce from
his wife in the Litchfield County (Ct.)

SupeCourt, last year, on account of “incompatibility.” A few days since the lady, who resides
near Northfield, fell heir to $24,000.
fcy Thirty thousand pounds of flue wool
have lately been purchased in the vicinity of
rior

Al-

cannot

now

be foreseen.

Icy Three young ladies were lately frozen
though this publication has been before the
public but nine weeks it has grown astonish- to death near Chain Lake, Minnesota. They
ingly into favor with the people and has reach- attempted to return home from a singing school
ed a circulation of large magnitude. And in a snow storm with an ox team, and although
well it deserves it for the publishers continue the distance was only one and a half miles,
were out two night and one
day. Four
to give in their weekly issue a collection of they
men with them were badly frozen.
the best tales and other articles extant.
It is young
tyThe Newburyport Herald comes.out at
a capital publication for the family, and is
last in support of President Johnson’s
policy,
placed within the means of all. It is for sale
and says, “General Banks has
prepared an
elaborate speech in which he will sustain the
President. If he takes this position it will
again give him the political leadership of New

The Shepherd and Hii Flock or Tho
;
Keeper of
Israel and the Sheep of His Pasture.
By J. B.
MacUuff, D. D., author of “Morning anu
Night
Matches, -Memories of acnnesaret,” etc. New
York: Hobert Carter ds Brothers.
This volume contains a Bedes of

something

over

twenty short sermons upon the pastoral relations of
Chrlsl to the church. They are written In a plain but
lorciblo style, and aro Intended for use in the
family,
the study or the closet.
From the same publishers we have received “CobKTABCE AH D Editu; or Incidents of Home Life,"
By a Clergyman's Wife, a little volume intended lor
children, and designed to convey both amusement and
instruction. In addition to the above we have two
more volumes of the “Sunday School Series of Ju-

Ueliglous Works,” published by Henry Hoyt,
Boston. These are “MKBCY Clyddob’s Wobk,”
l>y Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, author ol “Ellen’s
Idol,” “Up Hill,” etc., and “Jessie Boweb,”
a story of
school-girl life, by Mrs.M. Bamford.
All of Ure above are for sale
by H. Packaru.

venile

tyParepa,

who is

shortly

to return to this

country to ftilfll a six months' engagement, wUl
he accompanied by
Signor Ferranti, whose

rollicking

voice, say. m0 Orchestra, has
delight of the popular ooucerts in
London siuce September.

been the

buffo

at short notice.
A large assortment of

teeth, and Beethoven fourteen. Schubert's
skull showed the most perfect proportion of
the human head,muoh more than Beethoven’s,
successor to Judge Catron.

gy Major-General CuBter,

in command at
Austin, Texas, writes to a friend in tho North
that “the hostility and opposition to the government in that State on the part of the exas strongly and openly manifested now
anytime during the rebellion," and General Chetlain, now in command at Memphis,
but recently iu Alabama, writes as follows :
"The majority of the people in Alabama are
still very bitter, and opposed to Northern men
coming into the State, and I am satisiicd that

rebels is
as

&yA cotton factory has been established
near San Francisco.
The State Legislature
has offered large premiums for the encouragement of cotton manufacturing, and the Bulletin believes that at no distant day California
will raise her own cotton and manufacture all
that is needed for domestic use.

STATIONERY

CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND At

SHORT

&

LORING’S,

and

Stationery 56 and
Exchange St., Portland, Me.
axlm
February 24.1806.
^

Bookseller*

58

Cumberland.
The Republicans of Cumberland will meet at the
Tdwn House, in said town, oa Saturday, tke 3d day
March next, at 3 o'clock P. M., lor the purpose ot
nominating a Board ot Town Officers for the curront
year.
Per Order of Town Committee.
ie27sxdtd
Cumberland, Feb 26,1S66.

TEBfeKTTS BROTHERS. Proprietors, Manches-

ter, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
ja22SN3iu*

COUGH

HASHEESH CANDY!
attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the euro ot all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high reputation it litis already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always lot their prejudices blind their judgment
it is useless to

present

facts

arguments, but to others we feel that it will beaufiicient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standard.
In the Bast, Hasheesh is the beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is used tor numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to tho unlimited testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially ct
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can
bo assured that it contains not a partlslo of opium,
or anything else that is in any way usurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
or

Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Feb 15—SNd&w1y

ITCH l

Scratch,

ITCH ! ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch !

Wheaton’s

Ointment

Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruption) of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending CO cents to WEEKS $ POTTER, Sole
Agents, 1T0 Washington St., Boston, it will be torwarded, by mail, Tree of postags, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25.1865.—■ K dAwlyr

Wistar’s

Balsam of Wild

Cherry!

Still maintains It* long established reputation
A TtTBT.TATIT.Til REMEDY

as

—FOR—

Coughs, Colds, Koarteacts, Sore Throat,
ladasHsu, Whooping; Cough, Croup,
And every affection ot

Throat, Lungs, and

The

Including

even

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
following explains itself. It is but nno

The
among
tho many letters oflike import constantly being received by the proprietor*:
Fairfield. Me., April 28, 1804.
Messrs. Setli W. Fowle & Oo.
Gentlemen: Boeing numerous certificates In the
Maine Fanner ondorslng the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY, I am induced and take great pleasure in
giving publicity to the groat cure it accomplished in
my family In the year I860, During the summer of
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attacked with spitting of blood, cough, weakness of
lungs, and general debility, so much so that oar family physician declared him to have a “Seated Consumption.” He was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but roceived no benefit from it.—
At length, from tho solicitation of himsell and others,
1 was induced to purchase one bottle of Wlstor's Balsam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which In a short time restored blur to his usual health. I think I can safb'y recommend this remedy to others In like condition, for
it Is, I think, all it purports to bo—the great Lung
Jlemedg Jor the timet!
The above statement, gentlemen, Is my voluntary
offering to you in iavor of your Balsam,and Is at your
As ever, yours,
disiiosal.'
ANDREW ARCHER.
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
known and reliable persous, will be sent free to any
address.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.
PREPARED

BY

SETH W. FOWLE & SON,
18 Tremont Street, Bottom.
And for sale by all Druggists. fol7’6CsNeodAcowly8

GRACE’S

Works like magic in cases of
CUTS, SCALDS, BURNS. WOUNDS, BllUlSES,
SPRAINS, BOILS, CHAPPED

FELONS, CHILBLAINS,

GRACE’S

rfANDS.

Ac.

CELEBRATED

SALVE

Is prompt in action, removes pain at once, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and inllamations in a very shurt time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail post paid lor 35 eta. 1
SETH

W.NOWLE * SON, PROPICIETOBH,
18

TkkHOKT St., Boston.

(7*Sold by Druggists and dealers generally.
Feb

17,1880—«Nood*eowly8

SALES AT THE BROKERS BOARD, March 1.
American Gold. 130#
l'. 8. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
1044
United States^ 7 3-KR1ls Loan, 1st series.. 9tU
do
2d series. f.si
do
small
owl
do
3d series. 9fH
United States Five-twenties, 1802..
1031
do
small.1031
do
do
18Cr>. 1021
U nited States Ten-lorties, (Coupons off).
First Mortgage Bonds.
Vermont Central First xYlortgago Bonds. 84
Vermont Central 2d Alortga^ Bonds. 251
Western Railroad... 137
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.

such

DIPHTHERIA,
A.Ihmti, Bronchitis,Consumption, Croup,
lull .mu, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
•»
luAummillion of (he L.u|.,
and Whooping Cough,
complaints this Medleinc has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it Is perfectly safe to

New Advertisement* To-Day
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fair—City Hall.
Buck leys*
Serenade^.—Deering Hull.

90j
9.'}

■FECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
*

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Farm for Sale—A. T. Small.
Kent Wauled.
Found—Bracelet.
Auction Sale—O. W. Holuiea.
Notice lo Tax Payer*.

In Saco, Feb —, George H B&tchclrier, of
S, and
Alary F Buker, of Alfred.
In Viualhaven, Feb 14, Charles Littleiield and Re-

becca L Roberts.
In Rockland, Feb 16, Capt
Harvey P Docker and
Mn’ y J Foster.
In Rockland, Feb 19, William
Moroy and Fanny H
daughter of Hon I K Kimball, of R.
In Bluehill, «Jau 20, Prancis W Town:end, of Surry, and Abblc Marla Osgood, of B.

Freedman's Fuir—Fourth Day.

By St. Paul, the work goes bravely on! and
yet a snow-storm came upon us yesterday
morning, but it does uot dampen the ardor oi
our

DIED.

citizens.

The ladies say with one in the

to

MATANZAS Brig Bride-316 hhds aod 39 trcs
molasses, 40 hhds tank bottom, to Geo S Hunt.

Used and recommended by the Clergy and the

Miniiitare Almanac.......March l.
Sun rises.6.SI I Moon sets.T.1T AM
Sun sets .SA11 High water.U.10 AM

book is the fact that the author sent a volume
to President Lincoln a short time
previous to
his writing his Proclamation of

In Gorham, March 1, Susie L, only daughter ol
Goo W and Charlotte Johnson, aged 4 months.
In Rockland, Feb 7, Miss Goorgio F&ruhnm, aged

19
90

vears

5 mouths.

At Cranberry Isles, Jan 21, Mr John Pung, aged
vears.

West Harbor, Jan 7, Mrs Emma J, wife of
B Deliver, aged 27 years 5 months.
In Senrspoi t, Jan 18, Milton W Nichols,
aged 24
years 7 months.
At So

Capt Dudly

PASSENGERS.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer 1

The only Hair Restorer in the world possessing all
the merits claimed for It.

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer 1

In steamer Cortes, for Havana
Mrs M A Thome
and two children, of Buxton, W H Kinsman and
wile, and others,
—

The only perfect Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing
combined.

Clock’s

Excelsior Hair Restorer!

The money refunded, after a fair trial, it it falls
give perfect satisfaction.

Clock’s Excelsior Hail

Restorer!

faculty.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer I
Warranted to rettore gray hair to iti original color, Hop hairfrom/ailing oj), and rettore hair on bald
headt where the disease is not hereditary.

IMPORTS.

WUl not stain the finest linen

or

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!

A tingle trial convinces the most tceptical of its calue.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Once

use

and yon will always nse it.

it

PORT

the nicest bonnet.

Stands above comparison with all other preparations.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer!
sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle,
or six bottles lor 8.00.
Call for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and takeno other.
Dr. F. B. CLOCK, Proprietor.
Manchester, N. H.
H. H. HAY, Wholesale Agent, Portland, Me.
Dec 21—SNood&w3m
Is

OP

hair

dyed in public,

can

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber oan do It, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new Ufa and lustre.
Gives a beautiul black or brown, as preferred. Priee
75 cents. Prepared by A. L MATHEWS, N. Y.
Demas Basses & Co., New York, Wholesale

Agents.

mayl2sxeodly

*-—
CHAS. A. KACKUBFF & CO.,
301 Congress Street,
Offer their Stock of HEN’S and BOY’S KIP BOOTS
at

GREATLY

REDUCED

PRICES

Now

offer

at

$5.25.

Men’s African Kip Booh), former prloo
6.CO
Now offer at $5.00.
Men’s Thick Boots—Plated Heels—former price 5.50
Now offer at $4,50.
VST* Boy’s Boots in tho same proportion.
Fob 24—SNeodiwtf

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You

Good.”

USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTERS for Jaundice, CostiveneBs, Liver Complaint,

Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and ail diseasos arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Spring and Summer.
Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 3S Hanover St., aud by aU Dealers in Medicines,
Feb 28—SNdlin

T I IsT

T_Y

LOOK i

IP E S !

LOOK11

25 Tin-Types for 50 cents.
25 Gem A us b re types, 50 cents.
-AT Tint-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
jallssdtf

No. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.
OTITINTS.

This excellent

Remedy is an infallible cure for Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises •» the
Head.
This wonderful

FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENT.

now

entirely freo of

FROM MERCHANTS

Vegetable

of restoring

by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St.rBoston.
Feb 21—SNd&wly
if

We have kept the good wine until
far as the

Perry** Moth nsd Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called Livcrspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more nlainly on the faco of a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and an v preparation that will effectually remove them without injuring the texture or
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and hormPrepared only byB. C. PERRY,.Dermatologist,
No. 4u Bond Street, New-York, and for sale bv all
price$2|>er bottle. CM1 for PERRY’S
[ AND FRECKLE L6TION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn HW&PGm
Agents, Portland, Maine.

Msts;

SKINNEM’S

PULMONALE#

Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
SKINNER'S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness
SKINNER'S PULMONALES
Relieve difficult lireatldng.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough In Children.
PubUe Speakers and Singers llnd them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. 1)., 27 Tremont Street, Boston.
Sold by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland'
Cure

EXCHANGE.

January 31,1866.

ood&weow 3m

RICE BROTHERS,
PRODUOE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
69 nail 71 East Water St,,

MILWAUKIK, WISCONSIN.
Buy fbr Eastern account Chain, Flour, Beer
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, stc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on baud
Bertshy’i Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Reports sont dally or weekly without

charge.

is about to start to join his company. He
is dressed in army blue, standing and receiving
the last expressive looks aud parting words of
man

DISASTERS.
Br barque Graoe, Capt Stowe, from Mobile (or St
NB, in ballast, went ashore on Fisherman’s
Island, near Jonesport, evening of the 24th ult and
will probably be a to al less. She was being stripped
the 25th.

Sch Madonna, Homer, from Bucksport for Somerset, Mass, with lumber, got ashore ok Verona, near
BucKsport Norrows, 21st inst, causing her to leak
badly; also, knocked off her rudder and lost anchor
and chain. She was subsequently got off and towed
back to port, where she will be h&qled up on the railway for repairs.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th, ship Fleetwing, Bray.

New York.

GALVESTON—Cld 12th, barques H E Spearing,
Rogers, Liverpool; 16th, Caro, Beals, Boston.
In port 17th, barque Lavinia, Davis, for Liverpool;
scii Emuline McLain, Buck If n, ibr Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 18th, barque Deucy, Smith,
Havana; sell Percy, Copp. Brazos Santiago.
Ar l'Jth, brigs Hydra,Herrihian, Cardenas* Caroline Eddy. Smith, Matanzas.
Cld lutli, ship Pucahoutas, Percy, Liverpool; Ex-

Conant, Sabine Pass.

MOBILE—Sid 20th, ship* Gertrude, Doane, for
Liverpool; Progress, Chase, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, sch Balance, Low, from

Georgetown DC.

Ar 27th, wfos Peerless, Patterson, St John PR;
Oakes Ames, Edmonds, New York.
Cld 1st, sch Albert Clarence,Freeman, Providence;
Idaho, Wescott. New York; Pavilion. Snow, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Av 27th. brig O 0 Clary. Bryant, Nevassa; sch Ida L Howard, McDudie, Newport. III.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, brig Chas Heath, Dix, from
Eastport tor Providence
Also ar 27th, barque Normandy, (Br) McIntosh,
Buenos Ayres.
Ar 28lh, barque Wild Gazelle, Humphrey, Amoy;
brig Monticello, from Antwerp.
Ar 28tli, ships Mercury, Stetson. Havre; barque
Lemuel, Wilson, from Boston for Gibraltar; sclis JG<
Roker. Goldthwaite, New Bedford; Mary, Sawyer,
Providence for Elizabethport.
Cld 28th, ship Fleetford, Stover, for San Francisco:
brigs Charlotte Buck, Gott, Domarara; Lydia H Cole
Samson, St Jago; T J Maguire, Segur, Sagua; Matron, Hillman, Pensacola; sch Mary Kelley, Reed,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, schs C Fantauzzi,Wooster, Philadelphia; Juniatta Patten, Dunham, Bath.
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, schs Baltimore, Dix, Boston
for New York: Ada Ames, Marston, tm Camden for
Norfolk.
In port 28th. schs Jeddie, Roberts, Fall River for
New York; T R Hammond, Cram, and Alligator,
Collins, Providence for do; Mary, Sawyqr, do ibr do;
Trident, Jameson. Rockland for City Point; Geo W
Kimball, Jr, Hall, do for New York; Julia Baker,
Baker, Portland for do; Sophia It Jameson, Jameson, do for do; E G Willard, Parsons, do for Philadelphia ; Ada Ames, Marston, Camden for Norfolk;
J Patten. Dunham, Bath for Providence; Delaware,

J. H. J.

THAYER,

APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St., Portland, Ms.
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden As Co.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
Patent Medicines, Perlumery and Toilet Articles ol
all kinds, and all articles usually kept by Arst class
Apothecaries.
Strict personal attention paid to the compounding of Physicians’ Prescription at all hours,
day or night.
felOSNdlm*

BOSTON—Ar 28tb, barque Sicilian, Smith, Messina; brig Lilia. Day, Mobile; Belts Tarry Not, Cottrell, Belfast; Willie Lee, Gray, Buoksport.
Cld 28th, sliip Young Mechanic, Grant, for Hong
Kong; barque M B Stetson, Beal, Clenfriegos; brig
Hattie, Gilkey, Havana; sell Mary, Whit«ey, for

Mobile.
Ar 1st Inst, brig Clias Miller, Brewer, Goree.
Old 1st. barque J C Nichols, Blanchard. Cardenas.
GLOUCESTER—'Ar 24tb, schs Oak Grove, Burgess. Belthsi for Boston: Arizona, Lewis, Portland
fordo:
Hutchins, and Regalia, Pink ham,

and sentiments of which even the most

Boston for

The attendance in the afternoon at the Fair

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Liverpool 10th inst, ship Great Western,
Cunningham, for New York.
Sid An Rio Janeiro lGth ult, ship Audubon,Thatcher, Point de Galle.
AtMlragoane 10th inst, brig B Inginac, for New

very large, and there seemed to be no
abatement in the interest felt in this exhibition. The storm had but little effect in reducing the numbers, and every thing goes along
prosperously. The slave children interested
the crowd with some good music, and everybody was glad to see them. It is idle to talk
of the want of the negroc’s capacity for cultivation and refinement.
The recent war has
prodneed too many proofs to the contrary. All
the negro has ever wanted was a chance for
his improvement in all the arts of civilisation
Our recent war has
to show his capacity.
given him the opportunity, and already its
glorious effects have been witnessed upon the
race. A few years will convince the most inveterate copperhead, North or South, that the
colored people of our country have the
capacity for a high state of culture and civilization.
And this Freedmeu’s Fair will do much towards helping on to that consummation so devoutly to be wished.
was

York, ldg.

At Ponce PR 15th inst, sch Caroline Farnsworth,
Sawyer, for-, ldg.

SPOKEX.
Jan 12. lat 31 42 S, Ion 12} K. ship Golden Fleece
Hubbard, from Zebu for New York,
Jan 13. lat 39 5o S, Ion 8 E, ship Elcano, from Calcutta for New York.
Feb 1G, lat 32, Ion 67 30, sch Cygnus, of and from
Machias for Cienfuegos.

New Advertisements.
For Sale.
The Farm formerly known as the
George Small Farm, in the town of
IJinington, two miles from tl e village, and one-half a mile fr om the
Post Office, store, church and AcadIt contains one hundred and eighty acres ol
emy.
good land, well divide;i into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces fifty tons ol nay. Has a largo
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, paint
od and in good repair.
Good Bain and other necessary out-buildings.
Also a stock ol Farming Tools, if required. Apply
_

the premises.
February 28,1S66.

Market.

Cattle.
This
Last

week,. .1400
week,. .3006

at

Sheep. Sbotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.
0755
4603

60
164

00
00

Amount from Back State.
Cattle.

Maine.

00
70

00
60

Speep.
00
2604

Vermont.'.. 61
1600
Massachusetts. 120
1373
New York. 00
00
Western States.1148
1188
Canada. 00
60
Price*—Boel Cattle, extra, 13 ®13J; First quality,
consisting of good oxen, best steers, <6c, 12 (S>12i;
Second quality, good fair beef, U(a/I2; Third qualty.light y orcattle, cows & c„ loj® 11 on the total
weight of beef, hide and tallow.
Working Oxen-#175®250 #> pair; steersS100®150.
Milch Cows—Sales at #50 m 76; Extra. #80® 100;
Farrow, 30 @ 45.
Sheep—Common, 4 @7c *>ib; Extra. 7l@7i V B).
Shotes P .1*1’
@ —C wholesale; 12 ® 16 retail,
Hides—9|®10c p ft; country lots, 8}@9c.

In the evening there was a large crowd In
attendance to see the sights and witness the
performers on the stage which attracted much
attention and afforded a very pleasing enters
taininent. We confess the executive management leave no stone unturned, and give the

SMALL,

mar2d*w3w9

Notice to Tax Payers.
1
CITY Of PORTLAND,
Treasurers’ office.)
accordance with an ordinance of the City, a list
of alfthe taxes assessed upon residents, amounting tr TWENTY DOLLARS, and upwards, remaining unpaid ou
THURSDAY, MARCH 8th,
Will be published In one of the dolly pipers of tho
city.

visitors

IN

HENRY I*.

Harsh 2—dtd

Dccring Bridge,

ONthe

owner

can

a

have the

same

by

set

at the

GPoS,PH°1S?2Pi3fwr‘T “nd pa,lug oWgea‘

—

TaUow—Sales at 8«91c B> «*.
Calf Skills—At 24ta'2fe p lb.
Pelts—#2 wi0,2 to each.

Kent Wanted.
March 2

great variety

tainment. The tables were thronged, and every one came away satisfied with the fare and
the prices, and the fair waiters.

with let;

applying

a

Mis. Jarley’s Wax Figures were highly
pleasing, and the Comedy of Bamboozling was
received with shouts of applause. The R. F.
Society did this up in admirable style. The
visitors were highly gratifled with the enter-

LORD, Treasurer.

gold Bracelet

to the Fair

of amuse-

ment.

Found

—

no t

annals.

on

Brighton Lire Stoek Market.
Wednesday, Feb 28. —Amount or Stock

loyal

have comparatively feeble
patriotic
conceptions. Fast indeed have wc made history to interest coming generations, and well
may our war become an epoch in American
and

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 27tb, schs Concord, Konnody, Rockland: Enterprise, Perkins, Wells.
SALEM—Ar 27th, schs Neponset,Snow, Rockland;
Union, Avcrll, do for New York: Corvo, Yeaton;
Empress, Kennedy ; Gertrude Horton, Jameson,
and Ruth S Hodsdon, Babb, Rockland for NYork.

A. T.

integrity of the government of his country.
This painting tells an interesting story, and
shows us how willingly patriotic families made
great sacrifices during the war. It is quite a
study, and some time is required in gazing upit before all the ideas of the artist can be
understood and appreciated. Although this
painting give us an inside view of a family
circle in the hifiher walks of life, yet it teaches us a fesson not soon to be
forgotten and
suggests thoughts of other families in lower
circumstances that have made the same sacrifices on the altar of thesr country.
We have
been thus particular in our description of this
picture because the subject grew out of our recent war. This four years struggle for a nation’s life will fiimlsh thousands of subjects for
the poet, paintoJ, sculptor, dramatist, noqelist
and orator, as well as the historian. The time
has not yet come when such subjects can be
seen in their true light, and their fulness comprehended. Ages must shed their light upon
them before the whole picture can be reviewed in ail its aspects and proportions, but time
will mellow as well as hallow it, and remote
generations will gaze upon it with emotions

Providence for New York.

to

his with who ssands by his side anxiously gazing upon his calm features,—calm because his
country calls and he has made up his mind to
obey the summons. Near by stands a lady—
his sister, perhaps. She is beautifully dressed
with a rosette of red, white and blue on her
left breast. She holds the gun of the young
soidier in one hand, while with the other she
is wavingher white handkerchief to the troops
which may be seen through a window which
Her form is very
opens upon Union Square.
graceful, and she looks away at the soldiers
with an expression of countenance that does
the heart good to look at it.
Nearer the window sits little Sis who is exceedingly beautifUl in face, form and position.
She also points to the soldfors In a most expressive manner. Every body at ouce falls in
love with this beautifUl little girl. The father
stands in another part of the room in a dressing-gown, and looks venerable and reconciled.
His wife is sitting in a chair wnn nei hands
clenched as if she could not be reconciled to
the parting, while a good-looking daughter is
filling a knapsack and at the same time trying
to quiet the nerves of the old lady.
Near by
stands a female with a salver upon which is
placed some fruit to be deposited in the haversack for the comfort of the young soldier.—
Another man is filling the canteen with something good. Every thing that can be done for
the young man, which paternal affection and
a sister’s love suggest is done for the benefit of
him who is about to leave the pleasures of a
sweet home to fight for the old flag and the

on

HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 27th, schs Walton, Corbett,
Baltimore for Salem; Shooting Star, Marshall, Delaware City for Portsmouth; W R Genn, Parker, and
Gen Grant, Orchard, Portland for New York; SJ
Smith, Smith, Eastport for do; Billow. Pierce, Rockland for do; Harriet, Sawyer, from Miubridge for do;
Jacobs, Provincetown tor do.
Ceylon.
Sid 28th. schs S J Smith, Ceylon, Jane Emson, A
Tirrell, Billow, Gen Grant, Harriet, £ A Stetson, and
W R Genu.
In port '8th, barque Isabel; brigs Cyclone,Antilles,
Loyalist, Stranger, Fannie Butler, Mary A Chase;
schs Mary & Emma, Pioneer, Leesburg, Walton,
Shooting Star, and Elving Cloud.

Flour and Produco bought, stored and insnred at
liberal rates.
marlSsNeodly

so

of the families whose members move in
the higher circles in New York. All the members are admirably drawn. Hie time indicated is a quarter past one, P. AL, when the young

John

»

now

picture gallery is concerned. We call

one

Roborts, Doak, Matanzas.

Superior,
for do ; Angelina, Cooper, from
•Bpotlibay
^
Camden.

will be

the attention of our readers to No. 76.
This
is is a family group eutitled “Oil for the War”
by Louis Lang. We judge it is the picture of

ice.

Sid 15th, brig Rush,-, for Portland; 17th, bark
S W Holbrook, Small, Cienftiegos; brigs “Neva” for
Portland; 18th, Calmuck, Minot, Cienmegos; 19th,
Frank E Allen, Merrill, Boston; 22d, barque Sarah
Hobart, Croston, Nuevitaa,
Ar at Havana lith, barque Gan Eden, Reed, Portland; brig Sea Foam, Coombs, Bath.

Bishop,

expected they

ciations.

Ar at ClenfuegoB 18th inst, brig Ada B,(Br) Foster,
Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 17th inst, barque Mary E Libey,
Lihey, Portland; 18th, brigs Lor&na,-, Havana;
20th, Ortolan, Gly, Portland.
Sid 16th, brigs Rio Grande, Lawrence, and Mlnnio
Traub, True, Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 1 tli, barquo Gortrude, Creech, and
Ellen Stevens, Howe, Portland; 21st, brig Amos M

press,

it is

forwarded to our Fair and be placed on exhibition. We hope they will be.
What associations will cluster arotod the minds of all who
gaze upon these sacred relics I This proclamation is destined to form one of the brightest
and most interesting pages of American history, and lUture generations will read the record with feelings and emotions of which the
present has but faint conceptions. So much
for this beautiful book and its historical asso-

Macliias.

Extract has been the
thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying every tiling and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a>ain.
It opperate* like a charm upon offensive discharges from the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
means

teresting relics, anil

GREEN’S LANDING, Feb 17 —Sid, schs Emma
Wadsworth, Hersey, (tro«u Boston) for Pembroke;
Abigail. Murch, Groin Rockland) for Ellsworth.
Feb 27—Shi, sclis Cape Ann, Smith, for Boston;
Mayflower, Magune, ltockport; Lola Montez, War-

on

FOR A FEW DAYS, to make room for SUMMER
GOODS.
Men's American Kip Boots, former price
$0.00
Now offer at 5.00.
Men’s French Kip Boots, former price
4.D0

PORTLAND.

Thu radar, March 1.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Brig Bride, iBr) Blanrett, Matanzas 12th ult.
Sch Grey Eagle, Ogier, Bristol.
Sch Daniel Breed,Waterman, Bel&st for Baltimore
Schs Col Simmons, Matthew's, and Castelain, Cunningham, Belfast tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Brig CastUlfan, Hardenbrook, Cardenas—E Hamblin.
Sch Isabel Blake, Newcomb, Philadelphia—E Freeman, Jr.

ren, for Boston.
The Thoroughfare is

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye le
the best in the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, ho stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid Hie publicity of having their

Emancipation

The lamented Lincoln, not to be outdone in
acts of generosity and kindness, sent the
pen
and penholder with which he wrote the proclamation to the author, Mr. Livermore. These
articles are kept in a glass case as deeply in-

MARINE 1STEWQ

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!

it, and taught a lesson of economight well be remembered and
practiced. The darning is admirably done,
and shows that he learned how to
ply the
needle to advantage. Our wonder is where he
got so much white thread In rebcldom, but be
got it somehow, and most skillfully and economically did be use it. Here articles, saved
from the wreck ot rebcldom, are a
study, and
suggestive of many thoughts. They shadow
forth many of the phases of life in that unhappy and unfortunate country during tho
lour years’ struggle. Our readers mud not be

omy which

told that the Fair is iu the tUll tide of successful exjieriment.

play, “nothing stops us.” We saw them early
wending their way to City llall and going up
stairs loaded-down with ali kinds of meat,
pie
cakes, and a variety of other good things for
the inner man. The tables are kept bountifully supplied. There is no lack of provisions,
notwithstanding the flocking to them of hungry mortals. A large business is done in tills
department
In looking about the Hall
yesterday morning we noticed* book ontitled “Historical
Hesearch. respecting the opinions of the
founders of the Hepublic on negroes as slaves,
as citizens, and as soldiers.”
The author is
Not many copies have
George Livermore.
been published. It contains valuable information. The typographical execution ia splendid. What adds a peculiar interest to this

•*» Preiared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. I Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
nollsadAwfim

as

Co.- Boston.

NEW

In these

administer to persons of all ages.
The Cough Balsam possesses the flro-fold advantage ofbelug at once valuable as a curative and Invaluable asm preventativo of all the diseaees ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a
compound of
equal efficacy and safety.

Dow’s shirt is the observed of all observers.—
Alas! it was bis only shirt for seven months
while in Libby prison.
The General made
the most of

MARRIED.

as

VICINITY.

KF* Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the
day.

1864.luaj

Has been found by cxperieuoe to be the

BEST REMEDY
various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,

March 2, 1866.
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Ofdensburg
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Friday Morning,

BALSAM!

New Hampshire'.

SALVE

Stock Ll*t«

J
23$

*W ARREN’S

The

at

were the troops withdrawn, Northern men
would be compelled to leave some localities,
secret organizations to drive them out having
been already formed in some counties."

|v

FASHIONABLE

members of

their

It will uot hoM the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly per Aimed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its orignal color.
Will purify f ho head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is hewitchingly desirable.
Every bottle is warranted or monpy refunded.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Portland, Jan. 23d, 1800.

Cough

on

sic MFKIT.

!

L

A

Hui Removed his Office to 13 1*2 Free St*

aged.
$y The Ellsworth Journal says that certainly two, and probably three vessels will be
built

grueralor.

For the

Dr. W.R. Johnson,

de-

The
dam-

NOTICES.

REMO

KjtF*The stable connected with the honse

by all newsdealers at 10 cents a copy. It will
be furnished by the publishers at $4.00 per
year. In the number for March 10, will be
“
commenced a new novel entitled No Mercy, England."
or Kestrels and Falcsos,” by the author of
Sy At the late exhumation of the bodies of
“
Beethoven and Schubert from their graves in
titration.
Guy Livingston,” etc.
The same writer, in a recent letter to the
Every month monthly parts are issued, Waehringer Cemetery in Vienna, the delicate,
Republican, expresses the opinion that Presi- which will be furnished instead of the weekly, almost temale head of Schubert was a great
Address O. H. contrast to the massive, thick, bony, and imdent Johnson is himself anxious for peace, at the same price per year.
and quotes him as saying that “he will not be
llailey & Co., publishers, No. 7 Beekman St., mense brain basin bolding head of Beethoven.
The signs of musical talent were
missing in
driven out of the Republican party, and into New York.
both, at least in those places where they are
In
the
the arms of the nnloyal Democracy.”
Heoent Publications.
supposed to be. Schubert had still thirteen
next sentence he adds that “Mr. Sumner and
Mr.'Stevens restrain all expression under the
provocation of the President’s stump speech
to the Washington Copperheads,” from which
we may infer that theref is every disposition
on the part of those whom he has offended to

SPECIAL

IJhy*f«> logical Hair RrThis article is unequalled In intrin-

'"T

J'.l

—

Bouton

grijy. TibfcfU*’

To the Editor of the Press:

Reporter
though virtually non est by the emancipation
jyTbe Governor and Council have fixed
is
and
defiant
in
the
intolerant
to-day
act, as
upon Thursday, April l^th, as a day of Public
South, (so far as hatred and abuie of the ne- Humiliation, Fasting and
Prayer.
as
when
.reason
stalkconstitute
slavery,)
gro
el in high places and commanded its military
That
ORIGINAL AND SELBOTED.
fjroe. By necessity of circumstances the
CAH BE CUBED by going down to N«. 15 Midslave, transferred from the auction block to
ty Mrs. Jano G. Swisshelm, pretty well Ale Street, and getting a Bottle of
DR. BASCOMB’S
freedom, has become needy of help; help known throughout the country as a newspaper
which the Fieedmen’a Bureau is destined to writer and editor, was dismissed from her posi- Couprh and Croup
Syrup,
tion as clerk on Mouday, by the QuartermasAnd taking according to directions.
supply in some measure.
Jan 18—sxd2mos
You will find these quondam slaves in large ter-General, with the approval of “the" Secrenumbers congregated at Lynchburg, Rich- tary of War,for disrespectful language against
Chilblains Can Be Cured!
mond, Fredericksburg and in all the Southern the President of the United States.
Uu CHARLES’ LIH1MEHT. Follow the three
to
the
Boston
Advertiser
da£3F*A
dispatch
cities. True, they are somewhat ignorant,
lions strictly and we warrant a cure.
ted Tuesday says : Gen. Howard to-day re‘
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
many are old and infirm and all are needy.—
oeived the painful and startling intelligence of
BURGESS, FOHES k CO.,
But this Btate of affairs would not be if there
the death, last Thursday, at Tallahassee, Fla.,
Genebal Agents,
were a proper spirit of humanity, not to say
of Lieutenant-Colonel H. M. Stimson, of his
SO Commercial Street,IThomas Block,)
loyalty thereabouts.
dec27dtfgN
Portland, Me.
staff, who was out on a general tour of inspecThe fact is, and It is too painfully visible to tion into the affairs of the
Freedinen's Bujeau.
admit a refutation, that the former owners of He was from
Hallowell, Me., entered the ser- Plain and Colored Stamping
these slaves have determined, in selfish and vice at the
beginning of the war at the age of
All Stationery bought at this store will be stamped
bitter malignity, neither to employ nor to as- eighteen, was wounded at the first Bull
Run, ! plain free of charge.
Stamping done in Bed, Blue, Purple, Brown,
sist in any way these negroes. They are de- taken prisoner, sent to Andersonville, finally
Black, Ac., at twenty-five cents per qufre, or Packtermined that they will neither hire nor be
exchanged, and then severely wounded again age extra.
Monograms Cat to Order.
charitable; and they denounce the govern- in front of Atlanta. He was a young man of
much promise and held a confidential position
Wedding and Visiting Cards Engraved or Printed
ment as having robbed them of their property

—

thority,

This determination of

Mayor McLellan will be regretted by a large
majority of our citizens, without distinction of
party, who have witnessed with satisfaction his
energetic course, and ids faithful administration of our city affairs:

fcjf~The Hancock Journal states that Mr.
Sib:—Please announce, on my behalf, that
Benjamin Richardson, of Mt. Desert, died very I am not a candidate for Mayor.
March 1.1886.
JACOB McLELLAN.
suddenly Feb. ICth. He came into the house
as well as
usual, sat down, placing his feet*

cruel oppression to innocent blacks,
sympathy with the petitions of rebels
for readmission to representation.
St. Albans at 57 a 60c per pound.
But Congress will not suffer much to be
tS^Tho motion of Roscoe Conkling to postlost. Sumner, Wilson, your own Fessenden,
the consideration of the Bingham amendand the entire loyal delegation in Washington, pone
ment until Tuesday, the 2d day of April, passed
will not evade any duty. If the prison door
the House by a vote of 112 to 37.
“Dixon" of
swings open and Jeff. Davis walks forth un- the Boston Advertiser, says : An
analysis of
if
men
of
and
punished,
loyal
irreproachable the vote shows that Kerr of Indiana, was the
Not too Fast, Gentlemen.
character are denounced as “semi-traitors,” if
only democrat who voted in favor of the postThe Argus of Wednesday lifts the joyful the Southern bully, with pistol and side arms, ponement, and that Messrs. Davis ofNew York,
cry that “from all sides cotes evidence that is permitted to enter the National Legislature Newell of New Jersey, Sloan of Wisconsin,
in full enjoyment of the citizen’s and repreWiudorn of Minnesota, and Williams and Wilthe Republican party is breaking up;’’ and
quqtes Mr. Saiuuoi Isowles, as having tele- sentative’s privileges,—if these and more as- son of Pennsylvania were the only republicans
who voted against the postponement. What
graphed to his paper—the timid Springfield tounding crimes occur, charge them not to
the state of the amendment will be when it is
Senate
or
the
House.
M
achigonne.
“the
is
Republican—that
party hopelessly disagain taken up depends on issues and considrupted.” We are not prepared to accept the
New York Weekly Maoizine.
erations that
utterances of Mr. Bowles as in all resjxtcta so
oracular as the Ary us seems to
imply; but
since our contemporary quotes him as au au-

By the following note it will bo *een that
Capt. Jacob McLellau, who has for three year*
so acceptably filled the office of
Mayor of our
city, declines having his naine used as a candidate for re-election.

^"■LL-Jl-■■.J.JLIfl!-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Destination of Mayor Mci.oUan.

That Minkbal

Spring.

—

There

are other
springs iu the vicinity of the
sulphur spring, whose waters are very pure
and limpid, containing two
per cent of magnesia, and possessing a similarity to the Poland water. But the sulphur spring is ditferens from all of them.
The follow iug is an dialysis of its water;
Results of Qualitative Analysis of
tample of
Water received from J. P. Shaw, Esq.:
This was a colorless, clear water,
sparkling
when agitated, and nearly destitute of odor.—
It was saturated with gases, partly carbonic
acid mixed with nitrogen and oxygen. A sulphur compound was present.
Alkaline Analysis.—One gallon of this water afforded 20 83-100 grains of
dry saline matters.
These matters were chlorine, crenil acid, sulphuric acid, silicic acid, carbonic acid, in
union with potash, soda, lime,
magnesia, and
traces of oxide ol iron,
forming several c impounds:

1st.—Bicarbonate of Potash is the salt which
to this water, and
places it
with the alkaline and almost effervescent wa-

gives character
ters.

2d—Momentary presence of sulphuric arid,
makes the recent water Hepatic, or alkalino-

hepatic.

It is a true mineral water, possessing medicinal powers derived fr, m saline and gaseous
elements.
Ke-pectihliy,
A. A. Hates,
State Assayer.
20 State

In

a

St., Boston, 81st Jan., 188b.
accompanying the above, Dr. II.

note

says, “as an alkaline water it meets a want
long felt by phydclans.” May the enterprise
be crowned with success, and so Mr. Shaw

may go ahead.
The New Comic Opera..—The Fair has
been absorbing Tory much this week tbe public attention; but our citizens must not
forget
that the Original Comic Opera, under the auspices of the R. F. Society of young Ladies,
is to come off next Tuesday, at
Deering Hall.
Anything in the opera line, especially if it
really has superior merits, has never foiled iu
Portland to draw large and fashionable houses.
This orera has been long in preparation, and
the best artists among us have been secured
to bring it out, and
Deering Hail, tbe only

proper place for theatricals, has been selected
and secured for the occasion. Both the music and the sentiment of the piece, are entirely original. It is the first performance of the
kind that has been offered to the public here,
and will undoubtedly be the most attractive
amusement of the season, and probably the
best of the series of entertainments our people have been favored with this year. Of
course, the proceeds are to go to tbe fbnd for
the Freedmen. The tickets, as will be seen by

referring to our adyertising columns, are already for sale at the usual places. We regret
we ars not to have the ample accommodations of the City Hall, for the audience, hut
the commodious stage of Deering Hall, has
been found essential to the movements of the

performers.
Miltoihah Tableaux—The matinee yes-

terday afternoon was well attended, and in the
evening the audience was very large and higLly gratified. There will be a matinee at three
o’clock in the afternoon to-day, and this evening there will be the usual performance. Every chil l iu the city, and, if possible, accompanied by Us parent, should see it before leaving town. Tbe result will be good. It will incite the perusal of Milton's great poem of Paradise Lost, and we are satisfied that any person who has not read the
work, and is induced
to do so by witnessing the
panoramas, will
never repent having paid the entrance
fee,
even were it four times the amount
charged.
The tendency is to refine and elevate, and
therefore we recommend an attendance.—
Works of art should always be liberally patronised.
Dining Rooms at the Faib.—Our readwill take notice that no fee is required to
gain admission to these items. If a meal is
ers

called for and eaten it must be

that’s all.

gentlemee

These
to

rooms

dine,

paid

afford a fine

and for ladies too.

men, you can live as
at home.

I

for and

place

lor

Gentle

cheaply here as'you

can

The Fair will be opened at 10 o’clock, this
and continue open until 12 M.—
Season tickets are not admissible.
This arrangement affords a fine opportunity for an
examination of the various articles and curiosities on exhibition, which is not so easily
obtained at other times when the Rail ar.d

morning,

other rooms are so

densely

crowded.

Suebp-Wasu Tobacco, manufactured by
the South Down Company, Boston, cures
scab and other cutaneous

diseases, and destroys parasitic insects which infest the skin
and wool ol sheep, thereby improving the
health of the animal as well as the quality of
its fleece. It will also destroy those insects
which Infest the skins of larger animals, and
also those that are injurious to vegitation.

Democratic Caucuses.—At the Democratic caucuses last evening, committees were
chosen In each Ward to nominate a candidate
for Mayor. No nominations for Ward officers
were made, but the committees mentioned
above were authorized to nominate candidates
for the various offices, and report at ftiture
meetings or through the newspapers. The
meetings were very slimly attended.
We would call the attention of all those in
pleasant and remunerative business,
(particularly Ministers an« Teachers who wish
to add to their small
pittance,) to the advertisement in our columns this
day, headed “Solicitors Wanted,” and can assure them that,
the company ranks with the best in the oeue
‘«Tfeb28—d4t
want of a

The great crowd at the Fair yesterday was
only equalled by the rush tor dry goods at the
store of Leach, Bartlett A Parker. There .»
doubt but these young men understand bow
The fact is there Is
nothing
like selling goods at fair prices, being contented with small profits, and then
advertising
no

to do business.

freely.

The Decline in Coai—The fall
iu the
prices of coal at the auction sale In New York
Wednesday, compared with the previous
month’s sale, was as follows:
Lump $1,63;
steamboat, $2,55; grate. $2,50; egg, $1,96;
stove, $1,15; chesnut, 35 cents.

Bequest.—The late Mrs. Kliphalet GreWy,
by her last will and testament, bequeathed
to the building fund of the Female
Orphan
Asylum in this city.
Thebe is a tide in the aflhirs of
men, which
taken at the flood, leads on to
fortune, and our
Todd is now riding on the fall tide of

Hunga-

rian Balm.

Periodicals.—Good Words, for February,
Argosy, tor February, have been received by Messrs. Short & Loriujf, Noe M and
and the

The Trophy Room, as well as the Gallery of
68 Exchange street.
Paiutings, continue to draw, and crowds are
constantly in attendance nt these rooms, and
Mechanics’ Assemblies.
By request
well there may be, for there are many articles three more assemblies will be
commencgiven,
which greatly interest the visitors, and Geu.
ing this ev^ing.
—

Press Office,

Our readers

must not inter from our article
yesterday that
Mr. J. p. Shaw intends to
“keep a hotel” himself, even if he is instrumental in erecting 01.0
at the springs, for he has no
such intention.

U.B.

COMMISSIONERS OOUBT.
CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.
John Brinnen, another of the
sugar thieves,
was brought before
the Commissioner yesterday. Messrs. Howard & Cleaves appeared as
his eounsel. After
examination, he was held
in $1500 for his appearance at the
April term of
the U. 8. Circuit Court, and in default of sureties committed to jail.

TELEGRAPH,

IIY

W1I. H.

Friday Morning, March 2, 1866.
--iJ-Jl_

four days

LATER FROM EUROPE.
Arrival «f

Steamship

Avia

at

Halifax.

Halifax,

N. S., March 1st.
1 lie Koyal mail
steamship Asia, Capt. Anfrom
derson,
Liverpool, Saturday, Feb. 17.
and Queonslowu, Feb. 18, for Boston, via.
arrived
here at six o’clock this mornHalifax,
ing, with 23 Halifax and 43 Boston passen-

Union Club Paintings.—We weie not
aware that this Club had such magnificent
rooms, so richly famished aiul so neatly cared
for. All the apparlui-.ts of these rooms betoken a higher civilization, more refinement,
and a better cultivated taste than we supposed onr city could boast al the present time.
True, our city has, within a lew years made
very rapid strides towards metropolitan life,
but we did not expect to witness such demonstrations as these splendid rooms afford. But
our purpose now is to
speak of the paintings
belonging to this Club, which have been gen-

public

gers.

The steamships Kangaroo and Pennsylvania from New York arrived out on the i5th.
The steamship Hibernia horn Now York
arrived at Giaigow on the 17th.
The steamship Java irour N. Y., arrived at Liverpool on
the lSth.
In the House of Commons on the
15tb, Mr.
Cardwell introduced a bill tor the luture
government of Jamaica.
He briefly explained
that the Government had thought fit to ratify the decision which the Legislature of Jamaica had arrived at, abolishing
itsell, and it
would be proposed to establish a
government
similar to that in Trinidad ibr a perie.l of
three yerrs, and if the experiment was successful it would then be made penuaueut. It
not, some other arrangements wotdd be de-

for the ben-

efit of the Freedmen’s Fair, now on the full
tide of success at City Hall.
We gazed upon these paintings and undertook to give a description of them, but as every
is a study, and requires a long examination in order to a just appreciation of its mer-

one

vised.
In the House of Commons

on the lGth, Sir
George Grey gave notice that on the followthe
House
ing day, Saturday,
having agreed to
specially meet on that day, he would move for
leave to bring iu a bill to suspend lor a limited

its, we gave up that idea, and must be content
to speak of them in general terms. It has seldom been our good fortune to witness an exhibition of such magnificent paintings as are
to be seen at this place. Some of them would
take high rank in any gallery of art, in this
or any other country.
We advise our readers
to improve the present opportunity and yisit
these paintings, for sure we are
they will enjoy
their visit with a high relish. The pictures are
magnificent and most admirably arranged. An
hour cannot be spent with more pleasure than

time the habeas corpus act in Ireland.
Loud
and general cheers followed this announcement.
Id the House of Lords, ou the 16th, Earl
Kussei announced the proposed suspension of
the habeas corpus act in Ireland, and asked
the House to sit on Saturday the 17th, and
that no time might be lost in passing the
measure.

The Earl of

in these rooms.
Additional Contributors to the Fair.

1'

J. S. Cushman, sled, pails, &c.
Capt Thomas Sawyer, 12 maps of the Generals.
Mrs. C. H. Doyen, seed basket
Friends in North Yarmouth, butter, pota-

was two

chetlt,

not

course

for the

about to be

taken, and if the Commons agreed to the proposal, he would not interpose a moment’s delay ; but be hoped that the Government would
at the earliest possible moment state the
grounds ou which they relied for justification
of the proceedings.

curity.

The Daily News believes the Government
has acceded to the propositions of the Horn an
Catholic hierarchy of Ireland, and that henceforth the Senate of the Queen’s
University
will consist of half Protestants aud half Homan

Oatholips.

the address, the Duke de
Persigny contended that English Parliamentary institution were unfitted for Prance. Tha
Emperor, he said, had given to France double
liberty founded on the solid basis of authority.
It depended on public opinion to develope
liberty granted by a constitution.
M. Kouland said the existing liberties were
sufficient, while the Marquis de lioissey maintained the contrary opinion. Finally, the address in tesponse to the Emperor’s speech was

shirts, for he docs

of the Treat:

Portland, March 1, I860.
saw by your paper of the 28th
ult, under the head of the Workingmen’s
Nomination of Candidates lor our coming election, that my name was used without my
knowledge or consent, as Councilman from
Dear Sib :—I

on

unanimously adopted.

The Bank has reduced Us rate of discount"
to 4 1-2 per cent.
Among the reasons assigned for the large
stock of bullion iu the Bank of France, while
the drain was going on from England is the
iact that extraordinary large shipments of
French manufactures, were made to the United States, ail for cash.
There Uave been no material investments
in American bonds or other securities.

Ward 2. Allow me to say that I know nothing about the so-called party, and shall decline
ta go with them.
Yours with respect,
Ezra Drew.
Mu. Editor ;
Allow me to say through
the medium of the “ Press,” that my nomination on the ticket of the Labor lieform Association, as indicated in their published report
was made without my knowledge or consent
and 1 decline the same.
—

AUSTRIA.

It is reported that Count Beleireui had pos-

determined to resign his office, aud rurile at Vienna, of a general ministerial crisis. A special telegram from Perth,
however, asserts that the reported want of
uuauiinity In the ministry is happily unfoundVery truly
ed.
It is asserted that Austria hr a note lately
Your Obt. Servt.
dispatehed to Berlin, declared that now, as
J. L. Shaw.
heretofore, she considered the Duke of AuPortland, March 1st, I860.
gust ipeboig to be the claimant with the best
Me. W. H. Phillips authorizes us to say
title to the sovereignty of the Duchies.
that his name was put on the list for Common :
SPAIN'.
The newly born ehild of the Queen died on
Councilman for ward seven without his knowlthe 14th. The Cortes would remain closed
edge or consent
for two days iu testimony of its regret.

itively

mors were

I

j

Sale of Beal Estate.—Heury Bailey <fe
Co. sold at auction yesterday, the small dwelling house and lot No. 3 Mayo Street It was
purchased by John Guliver for $1,400.
E. E. Patten yesterday sold at auction a
small house and lot on Stetson Lane. J. Bradley was the purchaser at $700.
The Pictube Gall car.—Our readers will
bear in mind the paintings now on exhibition
at the Fair will be removed and cannot be
after to-morrow evening, and this etan
if the Fair should be contiuued into next
week.

1

AFRICA.

The Cape of Good Hope 'mails of January
15th have been received.
The war between
the Free States aud Basutos continued, hut
in
name.
only
Great distress continued to prevail at the

Cape among the working classes from lack of
employers, and formers from the failure of

their crops.
A day ol humiliation aud prayer had been

observed

on

account of the drought.

Commercial matters were dull hut breadstalls had advauced in consequence of the
blockade of Valparaiso.

seen

The New Custom House.—We learn that
a telegram was received
by the Collector of
this port on Wednesday evening, to the effect
that the appropriation lor the new Custom
House In this city had passed in Committee of
the whole without opposition.

Mar. 1.

A memorial of the Free Trade League of
New York, for the continuance of the Reciprocity Treaty with Canada, was presented
and received.
Mr. Wilson, from the Military Committee,
reported a resolution for the disbandment of
the militia of the lately rebellious States, and
to prevent their reorganization.
Sir. Wilson presented a petition of military
officers for increase of compensation.

The bill (or a railroad from
Springfield, Mo.,
to the Pacific, was discnssed and
postponed
until to-morrow.

Mr. Sherman reported from the Committee

on Agric ulture the bill granting
discretionary
power to the Secretary of the Treasury to allow the importation of cattle and hides from
districts not infected by cattle disease.
The concurrent resolution in relation to the
admission of Senators and Representatives
from the lately rebellious States was taken up.
Mr. Stewart concluded his speech against it.
Mr. Johnson spoke at length against the
concurrent resolution.
At the conclusion of Mr. Johnson’s remarks
Mr. Hendricks moved to amend by inserting
the words, “the inhabitants of which” in the
resolution, so as to make it read, “Eleven
States, the inhabitants of whieh have been declared to be in insurrection.”
Mr. Wade replied to that portion of Mr.
Johnson’s speech that applied to him, Wade.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.

Several bills and resolutions were introduced, including a resolution to refund to citizens
of Cbambersburg, Pa., who suffered from the
rebel raid,,the internal tax paid by them for
18tf4; another to reduce the duty on paper.
Both were referred to the Committee on Ways

and Means.

Wilson, of Iowa, from the Judiciary
Committee, reported amendments to the SenMr.

ate bill to protect all persons in the United
States in their civil rights, and furnish means
for their vindication. He advocated the bill
at length.
Mr. Raymond stated that early in the session he had introduced a hill to attain the same

general abject contemplated by the present bill,
and asserting the same general principles. ’He

then sent his bill to the Clerk’s desk to have it
at the proper time to

BRAZIL.

The French mails arrived at Lisbon on the
16th. Funds buoyant. Consols improved one
per cent during the week. Discount unchanged, but a reduction iu the bank rate is expected in a few days.

New \ obk. March 1.
The Commercial’s money article says the stock market is rather more active but unsettled. Prices are
wholly at the mercy of the clique operators, and
Theie is,
show no decided tendency either way.
however, a very general disposition to discount on an
expected tall in quotations, four-fifths of the current
operations being sellers.
Governments firmer; 5-20’s rose J @ |; sixes of
1861
7-30’si; certificates J.
Money unchanged. Gold unsettled; market weak,

ranging

at

13C4 @ 136|.

Exchange dull and

nominal at 108| @ 108J.

AND

@
in

substitute.

move as a

Rogers made a long speech, defining bis
position. He was frequently interrupted by
questions and laughter.
Mr. Cook supported the propsition and gave
his reasons therelor, after which Mr. Thayer
obtained the floor,- and the bill went over until
Mr.

to-morrow.
Mr. Sitgraves presented the joint resolution
of tlie New Jersey Legislature relative to
bounty to New Jersey soldiers. Referred to
tlie Military Committee.
Mr. Farnsworth offered a resolution which
was adopted,
directing the Secretary of War
to report the number of regiments nirnished
each
State
by
during the war, in what battles
engaged, the aggregate strength on entering
the service, the number of recruits received,
the number of killed and wounded, &c.
Mr. Myers introduced a bill regulating appeals to Examiners in Chief of the Patent Office, which was read and referred to the Committee on Patents.
The Speaker presented the papers in the
Missouri contested election case of Boyd

against Kelso. Referred.

,,u

the whole
bill.
Mr.

on

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

Markets•
New York, March 1.
Second Board.—Stocks firm.
Arnei icau Gold.136
United States 5-20's, coupons 1862,.1034
United States 5-20’s coupons 1864,.1022
United States 10-40.
90J
Treasury 7 3-10. 994 99f
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,...104]
Tennessee Sixes,....**.... 90 (d^ 92
Missouri Sixes. 78
Cum)*erlaud Coal Co. 464
New York Central.92*
Erie.86
Stack

oponing

now

great

at

complete assortment of

Brown and Bleached Covers,

WILL COMMENCE

ail qualities and sizes.

line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS.

DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Baeoain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,
and superfino qualities.

Colored

Being desirous of reducing onz stock as much as
possible previous to making extensive alterations in
out Store, we offer our

Tablings!

Covers,

Bought before the

Lowest

MELODEON

Our White

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and

CABINET ORGAN
MANUFACTORY
No.

5

TEMPLE

JP.

W.

Marseilles,—BmaU figured,

Chintz

STRIPED and BROCADE

BT., PORTLAND, Me.

BRILLIANTS,

One

HASTINGS

Price!

and

MARINE INSURANCE.
undersigned having made arrangements with

THE
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE

PANIES of New York and Boston, representing

Only!

to°the

KtoGrande.tlU!

Vonyreoo.

Baltimore, Mar.

1.
The meeting called to sustain tlie reconstruction policy of Congress was held in the front
Street Theatre, where Lincoln and Johnson
were nominated.
The spacious building was
densely packed, and great enthusiasm manifested. Senators Creswell, of Maryland, Trumbull, of Illinois, and Nye, of Nevada, and Representatives McKee, of Kentucky, V. Thomas
and J. F. Thomas, of Maryland, and others,
spoke. Mr. Trumbull reviewed the recent
speech of Secretary Seward at New York.

—-—-.

Various Items.

New York, Mar. 1L
The steamer Alzora sailed to-dav with
California mails. Among her
passenger s is
Anson Burlingame, Minister to China.
The steamships
Arago and Edingburg nave
grnved from Europe. News

anticipated.

Hoary Robbery.

Albany, N. Y., March J.
Last night Milton Whipple and family, at
Riga, N. Y., were tied in their house with
ropes, and the sale robbed of over $26,000.—
Before the family were released the thieves
I were far beyond hope of capture.

Are

now

prepared

VESSELS,

John O’Mahoney has issued the following
order:
Headquarters Fenian Brotherhood, Mar. 1,

satisfy all who may

John O’Mahonp.t.
God save the Green! All Circles are requested to meet in their respective halls find
armaments on receipt of the above order, to
take action on the news just received.
Patrick J. Downing, Secretly of Civil Affairs, issuscs a call tor immediate actiou, and
says the Military Department will take charge
Of the military contributions.
Gen. B. Muller, Secretary of MiliLary and
Naval Adairs, lias just published a similar appeal, and tells the brethren to look out for secret orders.
The Irish People newspaper says gentlemen
just arrived from Paris state that the moment
the Irish population assumes a belligerent char
actor towards England they will & so recognized by Louis Napoleon.

Hress

And

to

effect insurance

MONDAY

report Flour firm but inactive. Wheat quiet
audiirni; winter ted log @ 10g fid. Corn dot and
Tues -ay’s advance lost: mixed 28s 9d @293.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Feb. 17.
Bigland, Atbva <fc Co, and Gordon, Bruce & Co. report Beef active and 2s Od higher, pork firm. Bacon easier and declined Is,
Lard dull and Is lower
for American. Butter dull. Cheese firmer. Tallow
active and Is higher.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Feb. 17.—
The Brokers' Circular reports Ashes decl.ning: sales
of Pots at 31s fid, and 36d for Pearls. Sugar heavy.
Coffee quiet and steady. Rice firm. Linseed active
and still advancing.
Linseed Cakes dull and unchanged. Linseod oil advancing; sales at42s. Sperm
Oil quiet at £125. Rosin
veryauli. Spirits Turpentine is 6d. Boult, English & Co.
report Petroleum
steady; refined at 2s 3d @ 2s 4d.
MONEY MARKET, Feb. lfi.-Conaolg
& Co.

*“• increosod

26 @ 28
28

@

Fine 4-4 Blea. Cotton,

26

@ 33

Fine 6-4 Blea. Cotton,

40

@ 42

R. JET.

Produce—quiet and steady.
London, Feb. 17, evening.-Oonsois
closed at 87} ® 87jj.

FREIGHTS,

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

AU woel Cassimere.

87}
86

5 Free

favor

us

with their

Aid of the Freedmen.

DON
CL
Will

6th,

Mar.

BOBO.

W.

MARSTON

be produced under the auspices sf the

Ik. F.

Society.

We shall also continue the

SHIP

BROKERAGE,

And Commission
As

c.

M.

Business,

before.

DAVIS

&

March

White

American Securities.—U. S. 5-20’s 68(5)081
IUiueis Central Shares 70 (a, 76}. Erie Shares
62} 'im
—

Quod Yard Wide Prints 25c.

Sulphur Spring*,

WESTBROOK, MAINE,

Feb

reputation,

years,

United States of Amebica, I
District ot Maine, ss.
}
to vend. expo, to me directed from the
Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge ot the United States
District Court, within and for the District ot Maine,
I shall expose and offer for sale at public auction, to
the highest bidder therefor, the tallowing pvoperty
and merchandize, at tip: time and place witnin said

PURSUANT
as

a

curing

SALT RHEUM,

SCROFULA,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

Regions, Canada,

Hosiery!

English

Invoice per Steamer
AnCEIVED,
of

Ladies* Fine

Will

Term of this School lor Young l adles
THEandSpring
Misses will commence Monday, March Bth,
and continue ten
weeks.

**§££?*;

Franklin

Family School t

FOR

BOYS.

TOPS HAM.MAINE.
rnHE Spring Term of this excellent Home School
X for Boys wUlcommcnoe March 21, and continue
nineteen weeks.
For •‘Circulars,” &c., please address the Principal.
WARREN JOHNSON, A. M.
Feb 28—d3w

■■»■■■■■ ■.

——--

Important

.I.

to

CAPT.Longitude without
Every navigator should
the

new

method of folding

the aid of aChronemetcr.
know it.
The method is
Price two dollars. Address

short and easily worked.
P. O. Box 143, Portsmouth,

Feb 2»—dlw*

■,-

Navigators.

week, one of the finest

Stationery

BARGAINS,
1M

Upon

C.

W.

On the arrival of

our

Press, which we

are

import-

HT* Orders lor Stamping will be received, for the
convenience of customers m the vicinity, at MBS.
fe28dtf

Hew England Screw Steamship Co,
MEETING of the Stockholders of the New EngA land Screw Steamship
Company will be held at
their Office on Brown’s Wliarl, Portland, on Thursday the 15th day or the March next, at three o’clock
P. M. for the following purposes:—
First—To see whether they will accept the act at
the Legislature changing the name of the Company.
Second—To see whether they will amend the ByLaws of the Company,
Third—To see whaf further action, if any, they
will take In regard to tuning bonds.
come before them.
Per Order.

HENRY FOX, Cleric.
Feb 28,1886.fe27dtd

our

Circulating Library
IS NOW OPEN

FREE

STREET.

WEDDING, VISITING and BUSI-

a

Monogram, order It of

GEYER & CALEF,

GEYER & CALEF.

Feb 27—dit

YOU NO

Broadway

SILK

Our Stock of

GOODS

LADIES’ BAGS
City.

English Hair, Tooth

BONDS

acknowledgement of Irish
at tt per cent, ur annadded.
All orders should be addressed
D. O-C. O-DONOGHDI. Agent,
Me.

Independence, with interest
um

and

Hail;Bnuhe8.

Beautiful Glass Paper Weights,

GEYER &

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

i

Muscovado Molasses!
HHDS.1 MuRforado Molaaees.
337
article pr.
48 TCS.

H. I. ROBINSON.

CALEFS,

THE PORTLAND

Circulating Library,

TICK,

70, corner of
Tate Streets. It has all the vfcod
era Improvements and is In excellent condition.
The Louse esn be examined any day.
For terms, See., applv to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf,

VERMIN.

SCAB,

ON
next.

Also, 5 arch-top Mirrors, 2 Marble Top Center Taone Hich Brnssells Carpet, &c.
HKNKY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 28—ltd

ble^

All Apothecary’s Stock at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Mar 7th, at 10 o’clock at Store
1L5 Fore St, occupied by Mr. Hanson, all the
Stock in said Store, < ouBisting ol Medicines in great
variety, Herbs iu prolusion, Bottles Sambuci Wine,
Elderberry Wine In bbls,—with the entire Furniture
of said Store: Scales, Desks, Drawers, Lamps, Stove.
<&c. Also one Wine Press and Mill, Show Jars, one
Medicine Mil?, Sic. Also oue live Fox.
HEN..Y BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

ON

Feb 38 -did

Auction

Sale

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.
War Department, I shall
on THURSDAY, Match
8th, lbtiti,
M., at Port Preble, Maine,
the following articles ot Quartermaster’s Property

authority
Public Auction,
BY•ellat
at 10 o'clock A.
from the

Benches,
Buckets,
Brace,
Bitta,
Bevel,
Bltt Stock and Bitta,
Brushes, W, W.,
Brushes, Paint,
Brushes, Coal Tar,

Brands,
Brass

Cock,
Balls and Chains

Brooms, Rattan,
Brooms,
Brooms, Hickory,
Brushes, Horse,
Chains,
Coal Sifter,
Clock,

Chest.
Compasses, Carpenter,
Chalk Lines,
Chisels,

Oil

Cans,

Pump Chain,
Picks,
Palls,
Padlocks,
Pomp, Iron,
Planes,
Pipe, Iron,
Stoves,

Shovela,
Spades,
Scoops,
Sales,

Stools,
Saws,
Short Jointer,
Smooth

Plano,

Spirit Level,
Files,

Saw

Scrow-Driver,
Steel Square,
Shears,

Funnel,
Foot Shackles,
Fore Plane,
Floor Plates,
Uraln

Iron Pots,

Key-Hole Saw,
Ladder,
Lanterns,
Lamps,
Money Chest,
Marking Pot.
Meaeures, Dry,

Scales,

Cushions,

Tin

Cans,

Tape Line,
Trucks,

Shoots,

Hamm, rs,
Hay Hooka,

Tin

Pail,

Table,
Wrench,
Hoisting Blocks,
Hand-Cuffs,
Wheelbarrows,
Hand Axe,
Wood Saw.
Iron Square,
Terms, Cash In Goyoramsnt Funds.
W The U. S. Steamer •■Tyro" will leave Custom
House Wharf, at 9 o’oloek A. M., on the day of tho

Mar 1—dtd

HENRY INMAN.
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. 8. A.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auct’rs.

If burners and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders in their vicinity, it will be forwarded free of
express charge by

JAS. F. LEVIN, Apt. South Down Oo.
Maroh

DICKENS,
COOPER, Mrs. SOUTJTWORTH.

OLIVER OPTICS’ Books for Boys.

Portland Circulating
AT

GEYER &

WE

Every Saturday at 11 ••deck A. M,,
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Litne Su.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses botrded it
desired, previous to or after ths sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HEN BY BAILEY * Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtf

jT

f.

la A IST D,

Succeaeor to S. B. Waite,
Parllaad, Me.,
He. 54 UaloaSt.,
Wholeealc and Betail Dealer in^

China, Crockery,

Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.

Glass Ware

And TABLK CUTLERY.

1—dawlm__

OH SHARES in the second NATIONAL
aU BANK, and
80 SHARI S In the PORTLAND CO., to be aold

in Iota,

OPERA

—

CALEF’S,
GLASSES

a*

may be dealred.

WILLIS,

rr\HE aubacrlb ra haring taken the Agency lor
X Doctor Bush's Valuable Medicines, are
to furnish them in any quantity at the Doctor's

1’riCe“‘

Feb

Molasses.

Prime Clayed Molasses, lrom
4r-4 TIERCES ) the “Beeulta” Estate, now
“Minnie
Miller,” for sale by
landingbrig
t

W. F. PHILLIPS fc CO.,
Wholesale DruggUls,
149 Middle Street, Portland.

24-dSw____
For Sale

or

Hire.

MARINE STEAM
FIRST CLAS8 RODMAN
A PPMP.
For term., *c,
DAyIg & CQ
in Commercial St.
Portland, Feb. Md, 1866.—iadlm
A

KOBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

an.J.-^1.,^

A two .tory frame Hooee,
on the comer J
ij| feat of Land,
ULbeiland Street*. Plenty 0'*"“ and»olt
ter on the premia*. Enquire

wa-

gK1CHARD80N

Feb

/

Notice.

Rush’s Medicines.

For Salts

Clayed

Feb g7—dim

Administrator,
Exchange Street.

34

Feb. 27—dlwla*

Portland, Peb. 28—tf

reb 21,1866_dialui

entire,

WILLIAM

»Plgr £

GEYER & CALEF’S.

I.

or

Apply to

Dr.

Library

13 FREE STREET.

H.

AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Babes,
Harnesses, &c..

STOCK FOR SALE.

TROLLOPE, Miss MULOCH,

430 BHTO.

Horsed, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

on

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

23

Contain* (tall set* of

Pure

ana

Portland, Nov. 8,

tion.
TUKSDAY, March 6tli, at 11 o’clock A. M., at
oflice, we .hall sell Fir Portable Meloduons, ami
two Melodeons Plano shape; Four Prun. secondhand PIANOS, 6 and 7 octave. These Melodeons ore
all new— rerfectand in perfect order.
The Pianos
an Una instruments, modern in shape, and in
good
condition. Can bo examined any day after Friday

ior

CHASE, CRAM « STURTEVANT,
Widgery Wharf.

Should be used by all Farmers

No. 1 Portland Pier.

House tor Sale.
npHE
three-story Brick House No.
JL

crop;
Bark St.
aale by

new

_

To let at

"0|-

[ a superior
) Jago, from Mataniae,

1 BBL.

_

______

N. H.

Melodeons, Pianos, &c., at Auc-

sale.

PRIME

—I

13 FREE STREET.

Molasses

BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO MOlai‘dtoe fr0“ br*« "J‘

Danforth

HATS!

Feb 27-dtf

—at—

Fib ^dlw*

Feb20—dlmis

Spring Style

Fob 20—d2wia
•>

CRIBS AGE BOARDS, all sizes.

able six months after the

K KA

MEN’ 8

HARRIS’
*

Q*ll aiul examine the

Irish Republic.
in *10 $20, *S0, *100, and $500, are new
ready for delivery to the general public, redeem-

Bbls. Muscovado

The sale will include all the interest, which the
subscriber has in the same property, in his individual capacity, so that the purchaser will acquire the
entire estate. Title to be made satislkctory.
For terms of sole and other particulars*, Inquire ot
JOSEPH 1LSLEY. Administrator.
Jan. 31.1866.
fbldtf

Counter,
Drawing Knife,
Decks,
Faucets,

-AT-

The fount lot oi

in the

out!

JUST

Mrs. STEPHENS, Miss HOLMES.

TWO CUNTS A DAT.
v

Oailee, Shattook, Baumoabtneb, Fohle.
Blaovelt, De Bei l, Isadey, Smillie.
Doors open from 10 A. M. to SP. M.
Admission 26 cents. Tickets can be had at Lowell
A Senter’s, Crusman A Co.’s, and at the Club Boom.
Star and Advertiser copy.
feb 26—lw

samples of

PORTLAND

13

H.Hall.Tait, H. U.Bkown, Lauhbnwhz, Got,
Lehuens, Seionac, Veyneman, Sonntao, Delchaux, Casileab, saved, Kbnsktt, Eastman
Johnson, De Haas, Mbs. Mubbay, De Bloek,

Stationery.

Fourth—To attend to any other business that may

AT

Exchange,

forenoon.

Low's Old Brown Windsor.

EMBROIDERIES, *0.

legally

Pursuant to License irom the Court of Probate for
the County of Cumberland, the above property will
be offered for sale, at Public Auction, at the Merchants*
in Portland, Maine, on Saturday,
the third day of March next, at eleven o’clock in tbo

via:—

Jab. Habt, McLntke- Nehlig, Tboyon, Hobneb, Gikfobd, Shayeb, Van Sevebdonck, Coctubieb, TtntNEB, Tocssaint, Koek ICoek. LanFANT DE MuTZ, HEBKINO. GBMWOLD, LlNDO, GeO.

ot

GEHUIHE LUBIH’S EXTBAOT.

Trimmings,

It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Archiof Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent Judges to be hilly equal to those of
any llotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other parti
nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
ot the land; ot this sum about $lb>.6oo have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it Is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, It can be completed tor occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.

tect,

Augurs,

During the week ot the Fair, front Monday, Feb.
26th. to Saturday. March 1st.
Among the Artists represented are: J. G. Bbown,
S. Coleman, Inness, Killamacheb. W. Halt,

ing direct, we shall be able to emboss Karnes or Initials, plain or in colors, in the highost style ot art.
We ahaH receive, during the week, the latest styles

Fashionable

HOUSE,

Congress Street.

With ENVELOPES to Match.

la wunrpaued.

JORDAN,

BENTS, 25 Froe St.
Portland, 2Tth Feb*y 1M6.

Commision

UNION CLUB

PAPER,

Silver Si..,

SERVICEABLE AND UNSERVICEABLE

-AT TUB-

Middle, Cor. Crou.

HAS

Linings,

Freedmen’s

Frenck and American

Englisk,

and

CLASS HOTEL.

will l>e an Exhibition of Picture* for the
benefit of tUo

JL

HOTEL,

Middle, Willow

—OF—

—oo—

(helves may be found a foil line of

our

Property

SPLENDID UNFINISHED

TJNIOISr CLUB!

13 FREE STREET.

removed her Goods to the corner of Dow and
Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed
and needle work as formerly.
She will add to her former stock a variety of
articles for lhmily use, such as

Auctioneer

in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging In port to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered tor sale and can be purchase.! at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot
land, with an aggregate frontage of five hundred and
seventy-five feet, it is Five Stories High, anti contains about two hundred ami jijietn upa, tvuntj J^r
the use qf guests, besides lour capacious stores,and oil
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST

rnHEHE

to the Ladies! FANCY

MRS.

Dress

Fancy Goods,

Ever offered in Portland.

If yon want

-AT-

Notice

and

assortments of

NESS CARDS.

be sold

Feb 28—dlw

CHAOS, A^X> PARADISE.
S'fF’Matinee tor the accommodation oi ihmilies and
children.
Admission—Children, afternoon, 10 cts; adults 2k
fe28d4t*
cts.

QUALITY,

Urf^Vr ^SbyS’n0,T

Spring Term of thl* School for Children will
X commence Monday, March 5th, at the old City
Government Building, corner of Congress
Lime
Stfwtt.
Congress St.

this

Thompson's Hosiery Store,

Separate Department for Children, Miss ELLEN
M. FREEMAN, Teacher.
For particular* Inquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
Portland, Peh. Y4)

Open

LENGTH,

AT GREAT

HELL,

HEAVEN,

GEYER & CALEF

Call and examine

SUPERIOR

Or the Rebellion in Heaven!

RE-

English Hose,

EXTRA

AND

BELGIAN, JUST

HOUSES I

The Great Mlllealaa Tableaux of

Opens with the Fair.

ruary, A. D. 18C6.

EXTRA QUALITY

CROWDED

OPEN TO-NIGHT,
AND EVEltT ATTERNOON AT 3 0*CLOCK.

THE WAR OF THE ANGELS,
THE FALL OF SATAN, and
THE FALL OF MAN,
Carrying out Milton’s idea of

Thirty-Nine Thousand One Hundred nnd
Fifty Cigars.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
States, in the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-eighth day of FebCHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

SUCCESS!

13 FREE STREET,

follows, vis?—

Kidney Affections, and many other Diseases,

IMMENSE

Congress Street.
30—d2w__
UP TOWN

STATIONERY STORE,

Marshal’s Sale.

S.

Geering hall.

PARADISE'LOST,

At the Custom House Building, on Fort ttreet,
in Portland, on Thursday, the fifteenth day or
March next, at H o’clock A. M.
has had

a

Peering Block,

2Vo. 5

_

District

Near Saccarappa Village.
which

GOODS

for THEIB INTEREST to call

Will find it

Together with an efficient CHORUS and ORCHESTRA.
Admission 50 cents; Reserved Seats 76 cents.
Tickets ibr sale at Lowell & Senior’s, Croeman <&
Co.’s, Short A Loring’s, and at the door.
Reserved Seats to be obtained at Paine’s Music
Store the Monday and Tuesday preceding.
Doers open at 7 o’clock. Performance to commence
at 8 o’cl ck.
febSGdtd

ice.

PUBCHA8ER8 OP DRY

St. Block.

N. B.—Fouan In our store end suldect to the
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety ofotbe articles.
ELDEN it WHITMAN.
Feb 21. 1866-dtf

U.

co,

1st, I860—iadSm

valuable Mineral Water,
rpilis
X local
for
for

Don Bobo, (a wealthy Bachelor).. ..Mr. Fernald.
Don Pedro,(Unde and Guardian ot Elvira,).
Mr. Burnham.
Don Manuel, (Inlove with Elvira). ..Mr. Morgan.
Donna Elvira, (a young lady oi Barcelona).
Mrs. Bnruliam.
Isabella,(hermaid).......Miss Ware.

Goods, 25c.

117 Commercial Street.

Portland,

DEERING HALL.

Figured DttLaine, 25e.

Good Style and Quality Prints 20c.

business.

PATTEN,

AT AUCTION!

On

—AT—

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

large experience in matte s relating to
Insurance, wo fbel confident of being ablo to

M.

MARBLE

An original Comic Opera In 4 Acts, by

Beautiful Figured. Cashmere 20c.

ONE PRICE ONLY.

our

H. C. TAYLOR’S

tor money
3

KDYVAKD

THAT

Tuesday Fve’ng,

All wool Tweed,

Handkfs., Hosiery,

Alt

Tents at Auction!

...

HALL.

SOCIETY,

In

37}

fee.,

on

Kindergarten.

easier.

Army

VI7ILL be sold
Saturday Evening, March 3, at the
*#det,u 8t- A LABUE L0T
OF ARMY Trara!
AMo a lot of Ladles Boots.
Carpeting, and a variety ol other goods,
C.W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.
Mareh 2—dtd

FOR SALE!

MANAGERS:
C. H. Rich.
J. Colley,
Edw’d Hodgkins,
J B. Racklelt,
A. G. Grover.
Music by Raymond’s Quadbillk Band.
Tickets $1.00
marldtd

30

All wool Gray, Bed and Blue Flannels,

la tall and carefully selected, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

mHE

Eatest via Queenstown.
Liverpool, Feb. 18, -The Cotton market on Satflriner
but
Utday wa«
unchanged middling
y°8 nnlnmia
npUU“1‘
19d@19}di sales 10,0*6 bales,
Bre»d»tutis—quiet and steady,
Bacon
Provisions—steady, except
and Lard wldrh
“*cu

The above Cotton ban been claimed and sample
by O. W. Amory, and may be seen in the bale at
Barber’a Stores, 290 to 296 Columbia Street, Brooklyn, and by biuuple at theotilce of the Auctioneers,
No. 36 Pine
st., New York, two days before the
sale.
fc27dtd

EVENING, March 6th,

MECHANICS’

IN GREAT VARIETY

CARGOES, and
From
Marine

Shawls l

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

And a recent analysis of which shows to he similar to
tho best White Sulphur Springs of Western New
York and Virginia, may be found at the Apothecary
Stores of CItOSMAN &
and WHITTIER, anil
will be furnished daily, by the
quart or gallon) to
the inhabitants of Portland, at their houses.
Refers to Dr. E. Clark, J. B. Carroll, Esq., M. G.
Palmer. Esq., <1. A. Merrill, C. K. Babb, and A. L.
Gilkev firm Byror Greenough & Co.

MARKET,
17.—Richardson, Spence & Co, and Wakefield. Nash

By order ol

Valuable Hotel

WILL BE GIVEN

recently been opening, at

Heavy 1-1 Brown Cotton,

Silks

Goods,

Feb 28-dlSd

Washington.

Washington, March 1.

are

fjt

Beautiful Checked and Plaid Df ess

—

f

have

Beautiful
OUR STOCK OF

$35,000,000.

New York, Mar. 1.
great excitement among the Fenians to-night in consequence of the news of
the suspension of the habeas corpus in Ire-

(Signed,)

a

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

There is

1866:—brothers:—The hour for action has arrived. The habeas corpus is suspended iu Ireland. Our brothers are being arrested by hundreds and thrown into prison. Call your Circles together immediately. Send us all the aid
in your power at once, and in God’s name let
us start at once for our destination.
Aid,
brothers, help for God and Ireland.

COM-

City

Ratification of the lieconttructlon Volley

A GRAND BALL

at

One

Exchange Salesroom,

111 BROADWAY, N. Y„

M

Fine 8-8 Brown Cotton,

was

land.

the

GRAND 4th MARCH BALL.

't.n

The Desired Effect.

the sums

__

inforcements.

,\

iiil

tee to

Goods Department!

-AN

•

The small pox was raging at
Regia.
Three escaped convicts from Tortu»as had
been picked up in a small boat at
sea^ a negro named Jeff Berry, and two whites named
Adams and Twidton. The
names, however,
are supposed to be lalso.
They were retunted
to Key West. It was first
reported that one
of the whites was
Spangler. The whites intended to sell their comrade.
H,‘rak*’s El Paso,
Mexico, letter of Feb.
20th, says a new force of 600 Republicans lately organized in the State of Chihuahua, being
without arms, was dispersed
by a detachment
ol Frenchmen and Imperial
natives.
An imperial force has
occupied I’residi. * dc
retreat °f Jui £reZ
fewer

THE BKS'P ORCHESTRA.
THE BEST QUARTETTE,
THE BEST BRASS BAND,
And lio most talented Carpi IfEthwpr ever organized.
NOVELTY ON THE BBAIN.
LET* Everything New!
(*. SWA1NE BUCKLEY, PETE LEE, and R.
BISHOP BUCKLEY,
In their mirth-provoking comicalities.
Admi-sion 115 cents. Reserved Seats 60 cents.
Mar 2—dtd

Below we give prices ofrffew articles,and guar on
sell our entire stock in the same proportion.

Prices I

■

j}e^ra

(From Buckleys’ Mew Minstrel Hall, Boston.)
Brilliant and Varied Attraction.

Prices that Cannot Pail to Have

advance at the

recent

O’CLOCK V. M..

AT 1

At

HHOO Bales Mobile Cotton.
and

•

The Fenians—Great Fataitement in Feta Fork
—Suspension of tha Habeas Corpus in Ireland.

FRIDAY, March 2nd, 1800,

SIMfiON DRAPER, U« 8* Celt** Agent,

BUCKLEYS' SERENADERS

NEW GOODS !

Bleached and Brown Cottons!

Benjamin moved

to the Indians.
«
On motion oi Mr. Thayer a proviso was put
in the bill that hereafter no portrait or likeness
of any living person should be placed in any
of the bonds, securities or postal currency of
the Unileu States.
The bill was then reported from the Committee and passed by the House.—Adjourned.

On

-AT-

Railway. j

by Joseph Karam, near Tripoli. Karam repulsed three assaults, capturing four guns and
several prisoners. The Turks are getting re-

Atu

*

7-8, 4-4, 0-8, 5-4, 9-4 and 10-4

Thur&-

H. UUAPEK, Auctioneer.

-BY-

FRIDAY EVENINGS,
MARCH 7tli, Nth and Otis.

Including those beautiful

QUILTS,

teen

Administrator’H Hale

ivO'

T*

STOCK!

ENTIRE

Piano Covers.

we

_

feared at Havana.
A sort of cattle disease, had
amieared at
A large number of jxen
had
died within 24 hours.

‘,i %

«

be

WILL SELL

DEERINO-

!

Days

May

JOHN U. DRAPER &
CO.,

THE CELEBRATED AND ORIGINAL

Ten

* I’3 octave*.

United States Cotton Sale.

hUrehi,lST**™

Portland,

And continue

For

Ac

,i°.lf.1lIi.Corn4!rs»
‘lay
aitcrujou.
Feb XI—dtd

Statuary !

of

Good*, Ac.
ALSO,

o’clock—one Piano, in Rooewood Ca*c, four

Doors open at 6> O’clock, .and close at 10.
CJom“Ut»u

19th,

Hay, February

Embossed and Feinted

Wool

At li

WEDNKSDAyTtHUBSDAY
This

Drew

FOUlt new HARNESSES; Sewing Mat bin.*,

Stove*,

Members of the Portland Turnvereiu

Leach, Bartlett & Parker,

Tn

the

3rd Exhibition in the Evening.
At eight o’clock.
Plastic representations of

Croups

St.

ON

2nd Exhibition in the Afternoon.
Doors open at 1 o’clock, and close at 5.

Linen Damasks,

WEST

tacked lilteen hundred Marvietes commanded

sage

the Store of

BLEACHED AND B^OWN

A lull

to

Exchange

FRIDAY, 2d Mareh at H A. M.. Mol.see.,
Tea, Coffee, Soap, Spice*, Tobacco, Starch, O.
Tartar, Shoe*, Boot*, Blanket*, guilts, Sheet*

Clothing,

SINGLE TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CTS.

Dry Goods,

No. 5 Free Street Block.

In all grade, from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

Oil

a

the

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST.

To-day the committtee appointed by a mass
Latest by Telegraph to Queenstown.
OO,
meeting held at Baltimore to endorse die PresThe Live:pool Journal contains an asser- ident, wailed upon President Johnson, and
tion that the Government had private inform- presented the resolutions which were adopted
ation of 'a privateer being at sea on a Fenian at the meeting. On being admitted, Gen. Oox,
who accompanied the committed made a
errand. This is given as a probable reason
March 1st, lSGC.-dtf
for the suspension of the habeas corpus.
speech, when the President replied, thanking
The Journal du’ Havre mentions as a re- them for the kindness, and saying, among othWabd Meetings.—Will the Secretaries of
port requiring confirmation, that a steamer er things, that the taunts which have been ut- THROUGH TICKETS!
the Ward Meetings to be held this
evening, fitted out as a privateer by American Fenians, tered against him had no effect on him. His
—TO THE—
send in the nominations to the Press office as sailed from New York, Jan.80th, for Balti- only work was the restoration of the coontry.
the
When
rebellion
is
we
find
a
as
name
of the Cuba.
put down,
She is
parearly
possible after the meetings adjourn ? more under the
It is
said to be the Fo”t Morgan, formerly a Feder- ty for consolidation and concentradon.
By so doing they will eonfer favors.
the
same
as
the
and
to
leads
the
spirit
rebellion,
—OK THK—
al gunbrig,
Navy Depart- the same end—the
lately sfld by
destruction of the Governand bought by the Fenians. The JourFob the Penobscot.—Steamer
ment,
Regulator
I desire nothing but to effect this recthe Irish privateer, ment.
!
will make her first trip for the season this nal doubts the success of
if there be one, as she wo.dd be regarded as onciliation thoroughly.
$6 Less than by any other Route!
The President was subsequently visited by
evening. She will go to Winterport until the a pirate by every naval power, aud when capthe delegates of the iron and steel convention.
Til. THE
river is clear of Ice so that she can run
tured, the crew should be hanged.
up
Mutual speeches of a happy nature were made.
In the House of Commons on the 17th, Sir
farther.
Geo. Grey in asking leave to bring in a bill
'j’he report of the Commssiioner of patents Grand Trunk
the habeas corpus act in Ireland, communicated to Congress to-day, states that
BY TELEGRAPH suspending
Also, Tickets by all the principal routes through Bosthe
number of patents issued in 1886 were
said the Fenian conspiracy only recently aston and New York
.""TO THE—
6,616. The number of applications in that
sumedits present proportions.
Prom Portland to the West, North & Bo. West.
year exceeded by nearly forty per cent, the
It was neccesary to strike one effective blow.
EVENING PAPERS.
The scheme was wholly discountenanced by numbei filed in any preceding year.
Through Tickets can be procured at all the princiA memorial from the hoard of trade of De- pal Ticket Offices in New England, and at the Union
the American Government, and the loyalty of
Ticket
Office, at the
troit represents the necessity of increased duFrom Mexico, Havana and Hayti,
the army was beyond doubt.
P.
ties
on copper, to offset the internal revenue
&
F. A. RAILROAD STATION,
Lord
The
Lieutenant
of
Ireland
New York. Maicli 1.
earnestly
The steamer Eagle, from Havana lias ar- requested the suspension, stating that he could tax, and enable copper miners to compete with
Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
rived.
not hold himself responsible for the safety of copper from Chili. It is stated that $60,000,- E. P. BEACH, Gen. A«t.
| WM. FLOWERS.
000 is invested in the copper mines of Lake
The French steamer Louisiana had broui ht the cohnfry if power was withheld.
ii79 Broadway, NeWi ork. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
Vera Cruz dates of the 13tb Feb., City of
D’Isracii concurred,but Mr. Bright protested Superior, and that the production has fallen
B LAN CHARD & OO., Agents,
off from fifteen millions of pounds in 1861, to
Mexico 10th.
but would not oppose the Government
March 1—dim
PORTLAND, Mb.
twelve millions in 1864.
Three thousand Juarists were
Leave was given by a vote of 884 against 0.
reported defeated in Michicoan; many killed and 160 The bill was then passed through all stages
Statement a/ the Public Debt.
Election.
aud sent to the House of Lords, who likewise
captured, the rest dijmsrsed.
Washington, Narch 1.
Seven hundred and
sixty guerrillas had been passed the hill without opposition at 11 o’clock
The following Is a statement ot the public debt to
to Warrants from the Mayor and Aldispersed at the Pesquirea Grande, loss 4L> to-night Saturday.
March 1st:
PURSUANT
dermen of the
01 Portland, the inhabitants
killed and wounded.
Debt bearing interest in coin $1,177,8*7,291 80.— thereof qualified City
A Portugal telegram of the 15th announces
according to law to vote in the elecDebt
interest
In
60.
Pedrio Maitvan had been defeated in an
bearing
tion
of
will
currency
meet in their respective
$1.185,42S,980
City Officers,
that the American Squadron had sailed for the
Matured debt not presented for payment $98,697,904.
Ward Rooms, or usual places of meeting, on
attaek on two squadrons of the
Mediterranean.
Debt bearing no interest $463,586,707 62. Amount of
Empress*
regP
6
iment, on its way to Saltillo
A letter from Borne says it was believed that coin in Treasury $55.736,19212. Amount of currency
Monday, the 5th Day of March Next
Treasury $60,282,707 12. Amountof debt less cosh
'**n defeated at the next Consistory a Bishop of the United to
At ten o’clock in the Forenoon, to
ha?
to Treasdry $2,711,850,000 22.
In Oanani, with 120 killed and
give in their votes
receive
the
will
Cardinal’s
hat.
for Mayor of said City; for an Alderman and three
woumded, and States
loss of 160 muskets.
A large meeting had been held at Exeter
Common Councilman, a Warden and Clerk, and two
Commercial.
Canto with 400 men had suffered 'severely Hall under the auspices of the Freedmen’s Aid
City Constables lor said Wards.
Per Steamship Asia at Ham..,
And the Aldermen of Bald City will be in session in
in Taearautharo, Michicoan Post, Vrsinir sevthe
celebrate
of
the
Conto
passage
Society,
8
the Ward Rcom in the
LIVERPOOL
COTTON
Feb.
Building (entrance on
MARKET,
17.-The
eral killed and 34 prisoners.
stitutional amendment act in America, aud Cotton brokers' Circular reports the sales ot the week Myrtle 8treet), from nineCity
o'clock in the forenoon to
These successes are all reported on Impe- the sofisequont abolition of slavery. Speeches at 56,000 bales, ot which 7,500 were to
one o'clock in the afternoon, on each of the three sec
speculators, ular
rial authority.
days next preceding such day of election, auci
and 2,500 to exporters. The market opened at an
in fa cor of the close union of England and
/Torn three o'clock to five o'clock on the afternoon of
advance of }d, but cloeed partially kl lower on the
Guadaloupe statistics to Jan. 1st, .show 1100 America were loudly applauded.
the
last
of sale three secular days, lor the purpose of
American.
The authorised quotations arc
week for
deaths from cholera.
The London Times to-day gives prominence Orleans fail- 21d; middling 19}. Mobile fair 20id;
receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose
Advices to the 17th, say the pest is increas- to a letter
names
have
not been entered on the lists ol qualified
19; uplands 20}d; middling 19d.
urging the postponement of the Be- middling
voters. In and for the several Wards, and lor correctThe sales on the 16!.h (Friday) were 10,000 bales, ining, and has made its appearance in Domi- form question on the ground tliat politicians
said
lists.
nica.
3,000 bales to speculators and exporters.—
ingPer
show iudiUerence in the
and tliat Par- cluding
order of the Mayor and Aldermen.
The market cloeed quiet and steady.
Two American war steamers were at St. liament has to consider malt#-,
other matters of
The stock to port is estimated at 443,000 bales, of
many
¥• HEATH, City Clerk.
I nomas. Five more were
Feb. 24th, 16410.
Portland.
A
dtd
a
merican.
re
pressing
which
importance.
expected.
$15,000
News from Hayti
The Manchester
MANCHESTER MARKET.
says Goffranl is making
SYRIA.
mi excursion
CASCO
STREET
SEMINARY !
along the coast, stopping at ail
Late advices report four thousand Turks at- “LIVEimXl^BREADSTUFFS
Feb.
on
new war steamer
tneports,
The cholera was

But

Season Ticket* will not admit
Morning Exhibition*

EDW'I) M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18

At Auction.

Morning

EXTRA!

Will Commenoe on the 26th in at..

Sales.

Groceries, Clothing and Dry Goods

Received

Ami

Reading... 994
Michigan Central.102*

the Miscellaneous Appropriation

From

Day *f the Fair!

FRIDA Y, MARCH 2d,

Freedmen’s Aid Association,

DOMESTICS & WHITE GOODS,
Just

Auction

Doors open at 10 o’clock A. M., and close at 12.

Hudson.103]

Michigan Southern.70*
Illinois Central.lit*
Cleveland and Pittaburg.
Tl\
Chicago and North Western.274
Cleveland and Toledo.
108*
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy .113*
Chicago and Rock 1 sland.1051
Fort Wayne... 934

Fifth

behalf of the Portland

In

LINEISrS,

Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at 90. Rossteady at 14 37} @ 15 00.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; cotton per steamer 4d.

as an amendment,
Would hereby inform his friends and the public that
agreed to, a proviso that no part of he continues
to manufacture and keep for sale upthe
act
should
be
appropriated hy
right Cabinet Organs oi every description, and Piano
expended in violation of the provisions of an style Mekdinos.
These Organs all have the reverberating Soundact prescribing an oath of office.
Box or Wind-Chest, with other improvements, such
Mr. Window moved to amend, which was
as Knee Swell, double
bellows, two blow pedals, &c.
Feb 28—eod&wlf
agreed to, by striking out the item of $40,000
for the monies advanced by Brigham Young

which

GREAT FAIR !

At

bbls. New Orleans at 95

110.

Entertainments.

_._■

1st Exhibition in the

A

Coffee—dull.

sales 150

ONLY!

ONE

Whiskey—firm; sales 70 bbls Western at 2 30.
Rice—quiet; sales 50 tierces Carolina at 12 @ 13c.
Sugars-quiet; sales 650 hhds.
Molahses—dull;

""the

PRICE!

ONE

few fork Markets.
New York. March 1.
Cotton—firm: sales 1,200 bales Middling Uplands
at 43 @ 44c.
Flour—sales ol 23,900 bbls. State and Western 5@
10c higher; State at 6 80 @8 20; Round Hoop Ohio at
9 25 (u; lo 85, Western u 75 (a) 8 25. Southern firmer;
sales 1,400 bbls. at 8 80(jg 15 50. Canada 5tg* 10c higher; sales 550 bbls. at 7 55 <«> 11 50.
2c higher; Milwaukee Club, 1 66; do.
Wheat—1
new No. 1,1 72.
Corn—drooping; sales 41.000 bushels; Mixed
Western at 79 @ 80$c.
Oats—firm.
Beef—steady; sales550bbls.
Pork—heavy; sales 4,500 bbls. new mess at 28 00 @
28 37, closing at 2812 cash.
Lard—heavy; sales 1,650 bbls. at 16 @ 194.

Miscellaneous.
•

read, which he proposed

The House then went into a Committee of

FRANCE.

In the debate

not manufacture the latter.
To the Editor

said it would be

The Times says the object of the Irish government is doubtless to secure some of the
emissaries of American Eeniauism who are
now numerous in Ireland, and
working with
disastrous effect on the people.
The biil will pass both Houses of Pariiar
ment the 17tlr, and receive the ltoyal assent
on Monday, the 19th.
The Morning Herald says the Government
will be supported in this measure.
The Army aud N avy Gazette bays the
troops
are being distributed more
among the small
towns, thereby giving a greater feeling of se-

toes, milk and woolen hose.
T. & J. 13. Cummings, 10 doors, valued at
$25.00.
Mrs. E. Cloudman, chair tidy.
Portland Stone Ware Company, butter pots,
pitchers, &c., valued at $20.
J. K. Thompson, 6 paper weights.
Mrs. Dr. Graham, baby tender, hobby horse
and play house.
Mrs. George F. Talbot, 1 box fancy articles
from Machias.
Mrs. David Patten, of Bath, 1 box fancy articles.
Mrs. Gragg, Andover, Me., fancy
basket,
W. F. Phillips, toilet soaps.
Mrs. A. Colby, head dress.
The contribution of E. A. Marston, of Went-

brook,

Derby

Government to justify the

Miscellaneous.

financial.

SENATE.

|f

and costs.

erously

Washington,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.
•;

MUNICIPAL OOUBT, MAT? 1.
Justiu McCarthy, for assault and battery on
Charles Voles, M as obliged to pay a fine of $5

thrown open to the

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

13-iadtf_
Notice.

rriHE nereon *ho took the Fur Tippett from a mat
A In the Proscenium at the City llall, Tucnday
It at No.
evening, will save further trouble by leaving
64 Middle Street.
Mar 1—d3t‘

Particular
T

Notic^

HEREBY forbid all persons pan. 1 also forbid
Xnlture or my wife of
any d.-wiser on my account,
all persons harboring or trsuard without
any provo*• she has left
bed
’DO debts of her contracting
my
cation, and 1 shall
ISRAEL UAUUK.*
after this date.
Feb. M—---

Blank Books.
has
ROBINSON, No. 51 Exchange Street,
Blank

A. made an arrangement with the B.-ston
Book Manufactory t >be supplied with a full Unc oi
CHEAP BLANK BOOKS, made of good, heavy poami euld at
per, and bound In a substantial manner,
In want will do well
greatly reduced prices. Those
marldlw
to look In before purchasing.

POKTI.ANl)

OBSliltVATOKA'!

a.
rrUTE annual subscription lor signalising Veracl*
exphreil, Mer1 the Portland Obaervatory having
will
bo
chants, Ship owners and others interested,
thelr
M00I>T
heb. H, lww.
|eb 2&-d3w

“JSh1Mr

sutwcripf^.H

I.

»

General Insurance

[From tlie Atlantic Monthly for March.]
In the Sea.

Agency!

PORTLAND&PENOBSCOTRIVER

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.
COMPANIES.

MARINE

New York.

of

Washington.

fast-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,** Capt. Wm.

ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commenoing December, 11,1805.

Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o'clock, connecting with the 2] r m traiu from Boston.
Returning will leave Winterport every Monday and

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
^rLWaiH^N^exCentfcd 1 for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggui R. R.), Augusta, watorvttle, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland
lor Bath daily (Sundays executed)
at 5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.56.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central 1C. It., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot thev arrive at in
Portland, where ample time Is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house.
Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as any other.

Philadelphia.

of

EIRE COMPANIES.

Mv life goes on aj thme would go,
With all its sweetness spiileu ;
My God, why should one heart of two
Beat ou when one is stilled?
Through heart-wreck or home-wreck,
Thy happy sparrows build.

Of

Hartford,

i£tna,
Of Liverpool and London.
iloyal,
Of New Y*rk.
Continental,
Of New York.
Arctic,
Of New York.
Yonkers and New York,
°f Vew York.
Pulton,
Of Norwich.
Norwich,
v
or Worcester.
People’s,

Though boats go down, men build anew
Whatever winds may blow;
If blight be in the wheat one
year,
W e trust again and
bow,
Though grief coines, aud chances
The sunshine into snow.

Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage a^ply
A.

SOMEKIiY, Agent,
At Otlice

n

Calais and

Eastport,

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
W Marine Risks placed In auy Boston or New
York Ottice desired.
Portland, Feb. 6, I860—dtf

on

days Of sailing until

The Dividends ot the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or Jive
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

PROMPTNESS
payment of losses is a distinguishing feature
tin. Company,
IT I EVER UAVIITG LITIGATED A CLAIM!

in tho

understood.

A few competent men wanted

seve'ral

Rights

“the

State Agent far Maine.
Nov. IS.

aug2C'65dly

CHEAP

—

Insure Against Accidents!
ALL

By

TEN

CENTS

conveyance, secure yourself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
$15 per week in case of injury, whereby you maybe
disabled.
Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
of
any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on the lee Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains. Cuts, Burns and Scalds, A s-

by Burglars, Explosions

EXCHANGE STREET.

31

D.

W.

a

LITTLE,

Doc 14—dtf

marine

perfectly adapted

Assets

Metropolitan ef New Yerk,
Manhattan

only

“

Phenix,

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,
AT THEIR

tiou.

44
44
44
44
44
44
4*
44
44
■*
44

22

44

23
J7
lb
19
20
21
34
32
33
24

•

<

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

"
44

44

Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,
HraJuchts, bick-Headache. Vertigo,
Dysptsia, Billious btomacn,
Suppressed or painful Periods,
Whites, too profuse Periods,

20
27
2b

41

29
30
•‘31

44

35
20
20

16

25

,*

tlnq Booms
(or induct;,,,Accounts <tn<l
ug.lboti- in
^w
‘ltUc
UaK, t/c,
ire., OPTRA ..full, tlioroilSril.J1,., ?
txoeditious PAVIUT1ES
C'XK.ATION, as any College in tho U,
TUis is the only Commercial Colin.. <„ ,i,„ O.
where a full and complete
1UT. Writing, «c.. is taught
no oue can pass through the course'
»htabling a thorough counting-room education
nr Mr# Brown would i> resent to Die CiU«»n«
of Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude
i<lf
their kindness and liberal patronage (he past
lit»«u
and with the promise ol FAJTHFULXKgs. soyears;
licits otherfavor s!
R. W. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1863.
scpl9deod* wly
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(orWSjuv^yK^J??}®*^

Scholarship in'vJilli
wltCt Cy^su S
ViSjSi

Job work of every
ed at the Preas Office.

description neatly

execut-

Standisb, Bteep Falls, Baldwin, lleumark, Bel.ago,
Bridgtou, Lovell, Hiram, BrowuUeld, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newlield,
Parsousiield and Ossipee
At Baocarappa for South Windham, Windham Dill,
and North Windham, daily
VAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.1866—dlf

SPRAGUE, SOULE * C*.,

Nov 22—dlyr

Wharf, Boston.

9 T

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LIMA

Assets

Will, until farther notice, run as
follows—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-'day. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Weduesday.Thursday, Friday ahd Saturday, at8 o’clock P.M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
HP" Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $80 in value. and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $800 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
feb.18,1863.—dtf
Aug 6, 1866.

8KMI-WKKKLY

Million

ever

North-West and the Oanadas.

d.

&

6

in the loval States and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be scoured

by early application

Dlt J. B. HUG HRS

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

CO.,

No. & Temple Street,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and trom 8 A. M. to 9 P. Al.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction ot private diseases, whether arising from

India Street.

WHERE

terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting bis entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he feels warranted in G caru ant eeinu a Cuke in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
tibt of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufheient assurance of his skill and suc-

■

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
thillli; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
The unare not only useless, but always injurieus.
fortunate should be particular in selecting his
a
it
is
lamentable
yet incontrovertphysician, as
able fact; that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in geueral practice;
ior.it is a point generally conceded by the best syphi.ographers, that the study and management of those
complaints should- engross the whole time oi those
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
g ioner, having neither opportuuity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an iudUonminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

-ED LEAD,

Red

and Refined.

sily,

"by Druggists

and

&

Dealers

by
General

|

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.
-,iV >.\0 E*

A

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!
INSURANCE

HOME

CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CAPITAL,

CASH

$1,000,000.00
176,859.07
$1,110^59*01

.

CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS.
the erection oi a Grammer School
House at Lewiston, Maine, to be built of brick
#2x60 feet, and three stories in height, will be received
Committee, up to, and Incluaing March
for

bg^the
Plans and

the

Specifications lor the same, will be
open to inspection and examination at the rooms ot
George M. Harding, Architect, Casco Bank Building,

the 1st to the 6th
91 Middle St., Portland, Me.,
March incusivc, and at the ofllcc of the Chairman oi
the
PoBt
Office, Lisbon St.,
the Coinmtttee, over
lewiston, on all other days from (he date hereof, to
and including the 10th day ofMarch aforesaid.
Bids for Masonry and Carpentry work, including
all labor in each department and the furnishing of all
materials for each, to be made separate and scaled.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
"' proposals not deemed
satlsiactory.
to be opened at the office of the Chairman of
UKGouunlttee,MONDAY, March 12. at 10 o'clock

pire,

si'jaaasggKasit&r
3'. FRENtkfNOW>

—

Committee

Scho?"

L.wUU.n.^V^t-i^-

five years,

on

insurable
never ex-

on

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches,
AND

SCHOOL

HOUSES.

fy- if any party holding

a

perpetual policy,

cancel the same, the company will
should desire
cent, of the amount paid.
pay him back DO per
to

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.
The Company will I sue perpetual policies

on

STOKES, STOCKS,

from

Architect, will be at the office of
on the afternoon*
21?

one or

properly, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which

and

will be for
this class of property,
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
at

see

such

a cost as it

for themselves.

tyFull part iculars as to rates and terms giren

on

application to
JOHN

W.

HUNGER, Agent,

166 FORE STREET.
Cortland, Mr.
Feb 19,1806—codiy

OFFICE,

Dressed Hogs.
LARGE lot Inst received and for sale by
JEREMIAH HOWE,
?T Commercial St.
Feb 28—dlw

A

middle-aged men.
There are many men at the age of thirty who art
troubled with too fr equent evacuations from the bladder often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, moa weakening the system in a wannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes sgiall particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
'Hiere are many men who die oi this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect euro in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the pr„
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be

forwarded immediately.

All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Pb. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street feorner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical
TO

PROPERTY.
will be issued
Perpetual Policies (never expiring)

call and

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess oi anykiud,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in inalurcr years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the’Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
UNHAPPY
EXPERIENCE!
BY
THIS
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
and a perfect cure waryouth,—treated scientifically,
ranted or no charge made.
we
but
are consulted by one
Hardly a day passes
the above disease, some et
or more young man with
emaciated
as though they had
and
whom are as weak
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
to
the
cases
All suen
yield
have it.
proper and only
oorrect course oi treatment, and in a short time art
health.
in
made to rejoice perfect

furniture.

FARM

on

the

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
tho hands of a regularly educated physician, whose

It,

Glass-iiu crs’

or

cess.

etc.

For sale

at thi* offlee.

Maroli ». 18116.mariOdtwtf

and Linseed Oil Co.,

LITHARGE,

RATES OF FARE,

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tiekots for California, by the Old Line

feb7dtf

and in Oil,

little

for all the great Leading Routes to Chica13 Agent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Ualona, Oshkosh, bt. Paul, LaC'rosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indiauapolin, Cairo,
Ho., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns

life Lead
Atlantic V1
m.” L.»
*1'tii-JJ yL ;

tv,

John W. Hunger,
felDeodlyAgent.

|

w.

Whitt Lead.

Policies issued for

GBEKLyEN'

West, South,

--—.-

organ-

call.

CYRUS

TO TB*

Portland

Dollars !

l

l". -»

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Boston, Feb. 3d, 1866.

Marine Insurance on HULIN, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
will find It for their interett
POLICIES. The

of

n

WkT&.lfDiSMAN A CO.,
209 State Street.

of New Y

and 2 30 p.

Important to Travelers

to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $60 In currerey.
For freight or passage, apply to

*•

x.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
ERAHC1S CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. S, 1865—dtl

lowed by the Steamer “CORTEZ," sailing Thursday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.
These steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing

MARINE INSURANCE, Surplus,

aud evenlnes

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

Bebby, Commander,
sail from the end ot Long Wharf,on Thubsday, February 15th, 1866. at 3 P. U., to be fol-

*

p.

x.

Johx

LORD

and 2 20

it.

And all nsedfol Information oheerfrUly furnished.
Tbatiluub will And it greatly to their advantage
to prooute Through Tickets at the

RATES.

PROPOSALS

1>r8“nger
Mrrm'SL8;*'
Leave Portland for Boston at 815

COMPANY.

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

iaoue policies on Dwelling
I am
prepared
Houses tor a term of yean, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR

TO

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
A. it.

to

us a

PORTLAND

FOE HAVANA.
Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAMER “TONAWANDA,”

genu,

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

give

{^ggSW^Trunk

BOSTON AND CUBA

BRIDGE,

PATENTED

1862.

1,

MADE

MRS. MANCHESTER,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

Wooden

AT MANUFACTURER’S PRICES.

Five Hundred Dollars!
Premiums, offered to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for the best experiments with my
in

And Bradley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on uotlpss than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my
Super Phosphate of Lime,
$60
30
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
50
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
second best experiment on Potatoes,
30
*•
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Turnips,
30
do.
second nest
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
second best
do.
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture

50
Meadow,
second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Tobacco with BradPatent
Tobacco
CO
Fertilizer,
ley's
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol December, 1866, to William L.
Boston, containing description ol soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Phosphate ot Lime used, sf whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of integrity in the town where made: these reports
when
will be referred to a Committee of three
or

Bradley,

THE

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, wbc
need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, No. fi
Temple Street, which they will Hud arranged for tbell
especial accommodation.
l)r. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival*
led In efficacy and snperior virtue In regulating all
female Irregularities. Their actiop is specific and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will find It invaluable in all cases of ob

structions after all other remedies have been tried >P
vain. It is purely vegctaHe, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may he taken
with perfect safety at all times.
«*nt to any part of the country, with Aill directions
PR. HUGHES,
t,
No. fi TempiB Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

redressing

Ladles desiring may consult one of theh
* lady of exporieacs In constant attend
mniMX. Atony
KB

—

,wMMW(*w

CHEROKEE PILLS,

!

*'emal*

whose duty lit

January. 1867.
To avoid any poss^le chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, 1 have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phop-1
plrnte or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actual any sis.
fyTlie above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamplilets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate ot Lime can be had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley's Manual tor growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower ot the weed, by asking for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe's Bradley's Patent Super-Phosol
phate Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fino and Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street, Boston.

Notice to the Public!
In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode t>f preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated lor
some time before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the minds of many against using advertised Medicinet or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
and those who had used them this objection ftos
Alter 18 years' exertions, commencing in a small
the popularity ol my articles has extended to all
parts of the United States, and widely throughout
loreign countries—and this in the thee of much opposition. Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
way,

happy to stale
who have resorted to this, none
am

have been sncesslhl.
OBJECT

in this notice is to make facts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many,
years'exertions, that the Druggists will discounte-

proceedings, and that the reputation
damaged by use of inferior

my articles may not be

of
or

spurious ones.
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known
in

Supprused, Rreettiee and
Painful Menttruutiou, Green
Sickness, Nervous an it Spinal A ffeetions. Pains in the Pu t, MeiHeadache, Giddiness, ami all diseases that spring from
irregularity,

by removing the cause and all the
effects that arise from it.
They
are
perfectly safe In ail cases, except when foi bidden by direcand are easy to administer,
f Hons,

as they are
niceiy tuaur coated.
They should be in the hands of
Maiden, Wife, tnd Mother
[ every
In the

land.
Ladles can nddreas

J

us

in

perfect
confidence, amt state their complaints in full, as We treat all Female Complaints
and prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases
to
which they are
subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet.
In a sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold
by all druggists at *1
por box, or six boxes for |6; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole
proprietor
Dr. W. E. IDEEWnr, 87 Walker
H. Y.

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.)
on a visit to the city of New York a lew
days since, I was induced to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. llelmbold, Druggist, 504
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per“When

Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure ot viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed aftords ns much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence ot the merits of his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known of the
success of any articles without Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before the people.**
fect

[Boston Herald.]
“Wc do not like to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have
known for years, gradually extend his advertising
f rom year to year until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that, the
statements in regard to his articles mutt be correct."
The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would
stranger to many; and concludes by stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.
were he not

Where ho will be prepared to troat by

INHALATION
%

Air !

Oxygenized

DISEASES!

ALL

a

(ADVEBTIBEMEJfT.l

N-Ckorokee Pills No. * ere prepared for
cant*, when milder medicines fail; these
sent by mail, free ef
postage, on receipt of
t/u pnet of each boa.

Kidneys

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence

or IAft,
WeakSfeg'SIKiiiW Com General Debility,
««*, Hysterics in Females,
Palpitation of the Heart and
1,11 Nervous Diseases. It re“tores new life and vigor to the
'Ti'
<•
s.m.7p Jni^rUee **ed!, cluing the hot blood of
from the cuh^of lie >'oul''10 eour»« °>e rcina, reafire, animated with t?rinS the Organs of Geitera-

lift"—so does t*011’removing Jmyotency and
this Elixir rejuven- Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and
full vigor, thua proving a
•overcome disease.
perfect w Elixir of Loveremoving Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life." It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.
Price,

express

one

bottle f2; three bottles $5; sent by

to any address.

Our medicines

NOSE,
THROAT, and
LUNGS,
PARALYSIS,
EPILEPSY,
NEURALGIA,
RHEUMATISM,
And SCROFULA.

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; in fact, all diseases requiring
the aid of a Diuretic.
It is the greatest Tonic and
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and
in
immediate
its action.
odor, and

Scrofula is

The Oxygen is breathed directly into the Lunge,
and through them carried into the Blood; thus as
soon as the Blood will carry it, it reaches all parts oi
system, decomposing the impure matter ip the
blood, and expelling it through the pores.
the

•

well

Coughs, Colds, and Lung Affsctlons,
aro caused by breathing
as

Humors of the Blood

as

Im-

air; Impure air Is caused from its lack of Oxygen. In some portions of California, where tho air Is
thoroughly Impregnated with Oxygen, Lung Affecpure

tions

unknown, and Humors—unless heredit-

are

ary—are

never

This goes to show that nearly all the ailing t of our
are caused from a lack of oxygsu In the air

nature

*

breathe.

wo

By

this

have

to

system ol treatment the patients will not
EXPERIMENT fbr MONTHS to learn

whether they

Neuralgia, Beadaehe, and various disorders of the
sytem frequently arise from a low state of
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Bulls, Tumors, or Salt Blieum, Ulcers,
Sores <6c. Moderate doses three times a day wiU
usually effect the cure of*the above complaints, but
often requires considerable time.
For Purifting the Blood, there Is nothing now before the public which can excel Larookah's Sarsepallia Compound. By using this Compound, multi-

sold and recommended by all
every part of the civilized
globe;
unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make
money. Be not
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep
them, write
to us, and we will send them bv
express, carefully
packed, free from observation. \Ve will be pleased
to receive letters with foil statements m
regard to
anv disease with which ladies or
gentlemen are
afflicted
Address all letters for medicines, peuiphor advice, to the solo
proprietor.
Dr. W. E. REEWIH, 37 Walker St, 1.1.

“There U

no

each Word as Fall.”

TARRANT’S
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and
Certain,

& Sure,
ea of the Bladder,

IS

from the endurance ol foul erupsystem strives to purdy it
self. Nature should be assisted to do this through
Its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory of its operations is, that It cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
tudes

LIFE, GROWTH

AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

11; penetrating Into every part of the body, it expels all diseases that inhaMt It; commonly speaking
It purities the Mood, driving out all the corruption
that Scrq/Ula breeds in It. Purifying, It renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and knee as in
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will tool younger and stronger, as
well as

act

directly

They

upon the roots

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returtis. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are cov-

ered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance

glossy

and

appearance

ed tq the

ItaiVt and

rich,

impartno

fear

of soiling the shin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
hU by uil

Uniffim.

Depot 198 k 200 Greenwich St. H.

T.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General Ag«nt<|lot
Maine

8opt2T,W»_<Mnrt*»

freer from the infirmities of age.

as very effectual—a tact of vast importance to all
those who have occasion te use it; for many of the
alteratives In the market have mercury or arsenic as

well

Benefited 1
*

Good results

experienced

are

and but tew applications
euro

in any curable

are

upon

tho Brat trial;

necessary to

ofoct a

case.

their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast train
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori-

ginal disease.

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

The Inventor of this Remedy has givsn it In over

DR. E.

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

R.

MELROSE.

personally. A large number ot these patients had
been suffering FOR YEARS with diseases enumer-

Consumptive Remedy!

Hopelessly Abandoned!

Larookah’s

Dr.

Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup!

By their PHYSICIANS,
And

Far

Medicine,
Tat a few application* ot

0 X Y <3- E 3ST 1
were

onl* required to impart new 11 to

the waited

to

Copaiba,

This remedy la too well known and too highly esteemed to require commendation here. It Is regarded

necessity

CfluilhMbtt

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

Lungs.

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street.
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

DR. ROCKINGHAM,

E. R. KNIGHTS,

DR.

Would say, to those Interested, that he ha* had an
extetnice experience with the remedy, and in offer-

ing his
ance

services to

the sick, he does

that he restore them to

so

Which has

so

generally prevailed

among

all classes

people that

IS

Incurable,

is

Consumption

FALSE.

of the NOSE. THROAT, AIR PA88AGES, snd
LUNGS, cannot be cured by POURING MEDICINE
INTO THE STOMACH, for the simple reason that
medicines introduced Into the system in this way
never reach the hugs In an effective manner, but on

1

Incurable.

wish to be distinctly understood that I do not

claim to

core

every

case

ot Consumption, Asthma,

Bronchitis, Ac., that is presented
I wish to impress tbo/act dearly

tbr

treatment,

but

that

Be

long scries

ottered to

Such an article is now made available to the public In DR. KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restores
gray or holed hair to Its original color; and is the only
preparation of the kind upon which the pohllo con
place any reliance. It has never beeu known to fell
in a single Instance, and Is totally unlike the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have been

egregtously

parel.
After the use of one bottle, in dally applications, or
after the natural color of the heir is restored, Its occasional use should be continued, in coni unction with
Da. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as s preserver and beauilfler of the hair, Is without a rival in
the estimation of the publle.

ruxrABKD

Cured!
DR.

TROCHES

1

Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
from Charles Morse, M. U,, at Portland, Maine.
are
the highest etlldency in allaying irritaof
They
tion oi the throat, a property due lo their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and sottening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily

THESE

expectorated.
Many persons ore subject to a dryness and tickling
ot the throat, wldle attending church, which often
causes
cough; thete troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold mi going from a warm

into the ‘old air.
For sale wholesale and retail by
CHARLES W. FOSS, Proprietor.
°- P' SHEPHERD
& A'*?.
CO., and H. H, H-A.Y,
felid3m

Dressing !

remedy.

ROCKINGHAM,

Would inform Lattice Suffering irora any disease peculiar to them, that his treatment reaches their

Vegetable

Pulmonary

For Coughs, Colds

and

Balsam!

Cosn.pdnl

In 1832, and etill the beet bnotm
ESTABLISHED
remedy for all affections or the Lunge, Throat
Chest. Be carelul

once.

lyThe Doctor’s charges are snch that treatment
within thejreach of all.
Patients in the
who are unable to visit the

cornea

Country

Doctor’s Office personally, sire requestch to writs.
A candid opinion will be given in ad esses, snd if desired remedies

can

be

had at your

CONSULTATION,

own

homes.

FOB

This article baa been prepared with a view to supersede the pernicious oik and pomades so common
in

I say this on tho authority of over 2000 case* of
CONFIRM KD CONSUMPTION that have come under my observation in the last two years with this

out

bJrJ2ASHw?vWOOD’

Oxygen!
4

troubles at

UR. I'HAS. MORSE'S

KNIGHTS’

THE-

IF TAKEN IN TIME.

DR.

Bottle.

BT

Dr. E. B. KNIGHTS, Ohemiit, Melrose.MasS.

Hair
to

deceived.

It Is delightfully perfumed, gives the hair a rich
and glossy appearance, promotes Its luxuriant growth
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of ap-

Price 75 Cents Per

CONSUMPTION
Can

a

now

youth.

This opinion Is based upon AN ERROR IN ITS
it has been ftilly demonstrated
TREATMENT,
that CONSUMPTION and all its correlated maladies

was

RESTORER.

ol experiments, this article, a
the public, is believed to be tbo
most perfect of its kind which science has ever devised. No pains have been spared to produce what
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sicknsss or other causes, have become prematurely
gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow leal of
life, would retain, so fkr os possible, the semblance of

After

it is

01

Proprietor,

KNIGHTS'

DR.

ORIENTAL

HEALTH.

Inhalation of
the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and lor elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night jnovren, are Just the thing.
the bowels once the noxt morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Reotum. We
promise a cure (ur all symptoms of tho DYSPEPSIA
such as Oppression after catirig^Bour Stomach, Sr’.tl
ting ol lood, Palpitations: also, Headaohe, Disstness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue. Biliousness, Liver Complniut. Loss ot Appetite. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers Jind the Lotenget jutt
Faintness, Ate.
iehat they need, at they are to oompact and inodorout
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 00
cents per box; small boxes 30 oents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO,, Proprietors, No 1 Tremout
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 oents,
July idly

en

with the assur-

THE OEINIONT

that Consumption

ii»a

heartily

MELROSE, MASS.

the contrary, would frequently do harm where they
were designed to do good; hence came the opinion

DB. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and
Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try It
It is warranted to
directly.
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. (0 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. UOODWIN <SCO., 3S Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdOm

and Is

PmicB *1.00 Pee Bottle.

Copaibt

978 Qreenwioh St., Hew York,
Bold by Drnggiata all over the World.
mayfi fit dly

household,

in every

domed by the medical Acuity, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our most distinguished men A public
and private life.

PERFECT HEALTH.

Tarrant1* Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba JVEVER FAILS.
Honniaetnred only by
TAB BANT St CO..

made !or the following

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma
Catarrh, Bronohltls, Spitting Blood, Pain in the
Side, Bight Sweats, Humors, General Debility, and thovarioue Throat Aftotions, and
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
and Singers, are liable, and all
other Complalnta tending to
C0I8DltPTI0N.

a

Speedy Cure for all diaeae*
Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
lomale, frequently performing
and

ever

complaints:

Reach of Any

the

Beyond

The best preparation

considered

were

systems and to return them lo

there ia no need of confinement or ehange of filet.In ita approved form of a panto, it ia entirely taateieea, and oauBea no nnpleeemnt aenea'ion to the patient, and no expeanre. It la now acknowledged by
the moot learned in the profeeaion that in the above
olasa ofdiaeaaea, Cnbeba and Cepaiba an the only
two remodlea known that oan be relied uton with
aoy oortainty oreuceoea.

loom

MASS.

GREAT

ated above, and had been

Tarrant’* Compound Extract of Cubebs and

PLEASANT

BY

PREPARED

25,000 Fxtreme Cases!

either in the male or
a perfect enro in the short apace of three or font
days, and aiwaya iu lea* time than any other preparation. Jn the naeoi

ing invigorate, strengthen
ami lengthen the hair.

saved

are

tions through which tho

are

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED.

Dec 30 —cod f

Infection In the human organ-

the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula
than any other subjected to diseases, and
have less power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofrtla taint or infection Is herlditary In the
constltutioh, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation,"—end should be attended
to In season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DR. LA HOOKAH'S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this most loathsome disease can be
cheeked and In the majority ol cases cured. Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this
great alterative medicine.
Per Syphilis, or Venereal Dlsoase, and lor Mercurial Disease, which Is sometimes complicated with It,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder Is expelled from the sys-

FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA

These artcles, being of such strength, the dose is
exceedingly small. From this fhet, it is used in the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.
g3^"Soldby all Druggists everywhere.
pgT’Ask for Helmbold*s. Take no other 1
fcfr~Cut out the advertisement and send for It, and
by this means avoid Counterfeit.

or

Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound Is perfectly harmless as

being

are

-BY

AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION.

taint

In

soon.

HELMBOLD’S

One bottle equivalent in strength to one gallon of the
Syrup ot Decoction.
It reaches the seat of the disease immediately, expelling all HUMORS oi the BLOOD,

a

Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality

tem.

druggists in
respectable
some

Back, Strictures, &c.;
Memory, Trembling,

Is a pure fluid extract, and not a weak tea or InfUsion
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

cure.

are more

■j--

and Bladder.—

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

healthy. Indigestion Is not always caused by Scrofula, when it Is, this Sarsaparilla Compound Is a really

of

Db. WRIGHT’S

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU
Will cure all diseases of the
Cures Pain or Weakness in the
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of
Dimness of V ision.

It will cure Norvous Affections, and Palsy slicing
from the use of Mercury or Lend.
It 1» a tonic
as well as an alterative, rostering the tone ol tho
system, thus curing Dropsy and tinners! Debility, tendto
It
is
a
ing Consumption.
groat protection from attacks that originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Complaintt tad their oombined symptoms
such as Luiubaao. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, Ac. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is often caused by Scrotula, whicb deranges the stomach, and renders It un-

sin.

-OF THI-

«•

“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it aftords me pleasure in stating I have been
most favorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratiiicd at his success.*'
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

so

House,

•re

all parts of the world:

not do

International

nptcial

new

overcome.

such

Regulator,

Cure

St.,

MY

tbe

nervous

shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; tbe premiums to be paid on the 1st day of

nance

!

A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam .-—Permit mo to tender you my sincere tlianks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
In six of the best Physicians in the city; t hey said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not toil
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could roly on, we wrote to Mrs.
AiANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately exaiAned her case and told
that she had a Snake In her
stomach, told where she
drank It, and that it has been growing, and lrom the
best of her judgement she should think It ton ur
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches
lon^^ We have it preserved,
that all may see for themse/ros that this statement is
really so. I am confident that tho child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never conld he
repaid for her
skill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence, B. I., Nov. 10,1866.
dcl2ti

P011TLAND, ME.,

that out of the many

Complaint, Dyspepsia
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ulcers and Sorts, Rheumatism, Fain
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints
arising from Impurities

Exchange St.,

Clapp's block.

Cily Unit Building, Market Square,

copying my advertisements—but I

For the Cure of Liter

of the Blood.

From 618 Broadway, New York, has leturned to
Portland, and can b-j consulted at her office, No, 11

Ware. &o..

In,
competent, disinterested gentlemen,

Physician

Electric

Implements, Seeds,

at 151

Under

CLAIRVOYANT!

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

Agricultural

Offices

THE INDEPENDENT

•

SOLD BY

■*---

■

Sarsaparilla Compound!

open

of the best materials, in tlio most improved manner, it is commended to tbe public as suwho have
perior to auy otherinin the market. AU
the burliest terms of praise: and
used it speak of it
to
will
continue
his
best
endeavors
the manufacturer
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

Jan 27—d4m

Portland daily (Grand
Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and lor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and front Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
SUT~ F'reight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Dec 15.1865.dc22faf

The entendld and fast steamships DIR1UO, Caut H Sherwood,
and FKAhUoNIA, Uspt. W. W.
Inna wood, will an til farther no!
Joe, nut ns follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland,every WEDNK8DA Y and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. M.
These vessels ere fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this ths moat speedy,
safe and eomfortabls route for travellers between
New York and Maine.
Passage, in State Boom,
•6.00. Cabin passage SS.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded tty this line to and from Montreal, Queboo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaetport end
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as J P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage applyto
EMBRY h FOlT Brown's Wharf, Portland,
a. B. CROMWELL 1 CO., No. 86 WhsTS treat,
New York.
May a». IBM.dtf

Or to

R.

Trains leave

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

Genuine.

APRIC.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

New England Screw Steamship Co

Original Capital
One

MAINE CENTRAL A.

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Jan’r 1, 1865,

Till, Co. is the FIRST and ONl.Y Co.
zed on this Continent, with an

Arrangement!
STEAMERS

THE

A-J!.

—

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. h.
and 3 40 p. H.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 a. m, and 200
and630p M.
The9 40 A H and 200 p h. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger ears attached.
ISf^Btages oonneet at Uorharn for West Gorham,

by

$1,204,188,40

NOTICE

Ancriea;

notice:

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

Surplus, 204,188,40

i

1 ,llJ ctoi"*
iSBPV !SL?2»<iL4*8“»».
they will
(cither LADIES
OKN'TLfcStih
United State»
«r

Philadelphia

From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia.at 10 A.M.
the PennsylvaFreight for the West forwarded
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to

Lead,

CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, VICE-PRESIDENT.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
OFFICE, 1«6 Fore Street, Portland, Me.

or

On and after Monday. Oet. 30, 1863,
ggiMMB rains
will leave as follows, until farther

Steanuhip Lino.

__

LEAD, Dry

$1,000,000nil paid In.

to

full and thorough
EDUCATION, located on MRUUe St.,
opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
%
*
^ has had 21 years’ experience.
^ ^A uo not pr^lond au extension of Gold
linked SeJff. c
\»ito the other Continent; and that iny
are
bVe. 'Wk1"
good off

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now term the line, and a steamer leaves each port
every five dA'yb.

CASH CAPITAL,

july26’65eedlj

a

and

Boston

public

lor

PORTLANDSROCHESTERR.R.

te26dld

Manufacturers of PU .E WHITE

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York
Dr. Homphukvs is consulted daily at his office
personally or by letter, as above, for all fonts of

Evening,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (aud that personal) unless notice is giveu.aud paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $50i> additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Manayiny Director,
H• BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov*2dil
Portland, Nov. 1, lb65

FREIGHT FOB THE SOUTH AND WEST.
^
*
1
ri
F
'w'M

ROOMS

INSURANCE COMFY

Mahogany Case lo Vials,
$10 00
Mingle Vials, with directions,
I o0
£JsTTi»ese Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
to
of
sent
the
arc
any part
country, by Mall or Express, free of charge on reoeiptofthe price. Addrew,

H. HAY, Agent, Portland.

Steamship BELGIAN, Capt. Brown, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 3d
of March, 1866, immediately alter the arrival ol the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed bythe North American, March 10th.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
$28
a
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
8 G. T. B. Passenger Depot.

Exchange Street,
JOHN E. DOW h SON.

INTERNATIONAL

>

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

H.

29

Portland, Feb 8,1866.fe9eod3tn

oppressed

“.25
44

No.

Cm.
25
Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
Cryitui Colic or Teething of iufttuU, 25
f)iai JtiM of children or adults,
25
26
Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic,

25
25
44
26
44
25
44
25
41
25
41
Croup.Cough, difficult Breath5n^,
25
44
Suit Rheum, Erysipelas, Erupt'ons,
25
44
kheu/natism. Rheumatic Pains,
25
44
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50
41
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
50
44
Scrofula, enlarged Glands, bwelliugs, 5o
Files, blind or bleeding,
50
44
50
OphthcUmy, and sore or weak eyes,
44
Catarrh, acute or chronic. laflueuxa. 50
44
50
Whooping-Cough, violeut Coughs.
*4
5u
Asthma,
Breathing,
44
50
Diphtheria ulcerated bore Throat,
44
100
Sufferings at Chany e. of Life,
44
St. Vitus’ Dance, l 00
Spasms,
Epilepsy,
44
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
*•
50
Dropsy, and scanty bocrctions
44
Sea-Sickness, siokness from riding,
50
44
60
Disease, Gravel,
Kidney
44
Nerottus Debility Seminal Emissions,
1 00
involuntary Discharges,
44
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
44
Urinnra Incontinence, wetting bed,
50
44
even
with
Painful Periods,
Spasms, |50
FAMILY CASES.
V ials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00
large Vials, plain ease, and Book,
5 00
Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
3 0(1
44

81,100,000
1,840*000
1,1104100
14100,000

Fire, Life, and Aocident Insurance,

highest

44

Liverpool.

impure connection

Commercial Mutual ef New York,

to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be inane in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, aud so ullicieut as to lie alcomways reliable. They have raised the
mendation from all, and will alwaysronder satisfac^

44

Mails.

following

and to effect Insurance upon Hulls, in tbe
Policies issued.

responsibleOffices. Open

specifics,
are

on

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,

the

They

SON,

An prepared to issue binding certificates

an

44

Insurance !

JOHN E. DOW &

most ample expertFr.JVED,
entire success; biinpie—Prompt—EfliHave
enue,
and lleliablo.
the
Medicines
from

On and alter Monday, Nov. 6th, 1865.
trains will run os follows
Train
for South Faria, Lewiston and
Morning
Auburn. at 7 35 A m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Inland
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p n
Thin train connects with Express train for Toronto
etroitaud Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
8 10 A. m
From Montreal, Quebee Ac.
i 45 ?, m.

WILL

State Agent.

the obstruction.

HOMOEOPATHIC

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
rimn

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates

Lamps, Falls,

General Bail way TioketA Insurance Office,

HUMPHREYS’

44

of

Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsettine of or fells from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kmd,
and should tbergfere insure without delay.
Policies issue<nnd Tickets sold at the

Invincible fidelity, good humor and complacency of temper, outlive all the charms of a
fine face, aud make the decay of it invisible.

44

RAY!

10 cts. will insure to Boston or Now York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Before entering a Kail Car, Steamboat, or other

Quaker volunteer who
was in a skirmish.
Coming in pretty close
contact with one of the enemy he
remarked,
“Friend, it’s unfortunate, but thee stands just
where I am going to shoot,” and blazing
away

2
3
4
5
6
7
b
4J
10
11
12
13
14
16
10

PER

Thus,

“That’s a stupid brute of yours, John,” said
Scotch minister to his parishioner, the
peat
dealer, who drove his merchandise from door
to door in a small cart drawn by a
donkey; “I
never see you but the creature is
blaying.”—
“Ah, sir,” said the peat dealer, “ye ken hearts
warm when frien’s meet.”

44

TRAVELLERS.

railroads steamboats, SAILING
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or othor public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or serious bodily
Injury# for $3000 in case of death,
and $15 weekly benefits in case of bodily injury,
or the small sum of

a

No. 1 Caros

INSURANCE!

/

uaults

ciunt,

solicitors.

a*

Office Ko. 25 Exchange Street,
S. H. McALEINE,

une.

came

and

Warranted

itnnuL
Would respectfully announce to the citisrns ol
Portland and vicinity that on MARCH 1st, ho will

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME*

Passengers Booked to

Summer

of risks, its losses for the last
six years
having been Aom 30 to TO pr. ot. lose
thaw of any other Co. of as long standing.
As the losses ot a Co. are so are its profits, and as
Its profits so are its dividends. The moral is readily

diligence

down

Carrying the Canadian and U. S.

Also in the selection

—the recognition of his Manhood—these
ex-slave want^not coddling and
petting.—
Say, if you will, that he must read before he
can vote; but then don’t let White villains
bum bis poor school-house. Say, il
you will
that he must have property before he can vote •’
but be very careftfl that the law secures to’
him all he earns, and gives him
every needed
facility for maintaining his rights. If you dehim
the right of suffrage because of bis
ny
ignorance, look well to it that you do nothing
calculated to perpetuate that
ignorance, and
that you incite him to learn by
proffering liim
enfranchisement as the reward ol his
and acquirements. In short, make your laws
rigidly just, then abolish your soup-houses._
But until thenMr. Johnson has made a grave mistake._
He lias relieved those who elected him of a
great responsibility bv taking it on his own
shoulders. Hereafter, whatever
wrongs may
be iufficted upon or indignities suffered
by the
Southern Blacks, will be charged to the Presiwho
lias
left
them
naked
to their enedent,
mies. Time will show that be has
thereby
precluded a true and speedy restoration of the
Sooth, and inflicted more lasting misery on
her Whites than on her Blacks.—[N. Y. Trib-

A story is told of

lour

Canada..

•-

CAKE

death before the close of the current year.
Of course, the Freedmeu’s Bureau ts anomalous. There is no dispute as to that.
Nay,
more; it indicates a blind, roundabout way of
doing partial justice, when complete justice
was (with the President’s
consent) easier and
safer. Three lines in the Federal Constitution, abolishing and inhibiting all laws and ordinances that bestow or withhold
privileges
because of Color, would be worth

TRUNITMwAY;

Ot

ol

thousands of innocent persons now
living whom this Veto consigns to a painful

W. HATCH, Train Manager.
11,1866—dtf

GRAND

Montreal Ocean Steamship Cof

Portland, Dec. 11th, 1868.

The advantages of this system over that of diviqf years without interest,
are obvious. No other Company pays dividends in
this way.

are

Justice—Equal

Dec.

C. C. EATON, Agent.
ie‘>7dtf

Feb 26, 1866.

THROAT!

Manufactured by Wm. L. Bradley,

mmi

.J

DR^LAROOKAH'S

-AND—

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

■!

Medical.

Eye, Ear, Catarrh

The

BRADLEY’S PATENT

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and lor China, East and North Vassal boro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.

will leave St. John ever THURSDAY,
A. M. tor Eastport, Portland, and Bos-

at 8 o’clock
ton.

RETURN.

dends payable after a term

'ev-

Freedmen’s Bureaus.

Company,

an

least one-third of it, worth
have given
not less tliau $100,000,000 in gold.
Yet the President lias vetoed the bill
providing for the continuance and greater efof
this
Bureau.
We
ficiency
deeply rem-et
this; and we think he will live to regret it
en more keenly. For this Veto will be understood by all that is brutal and
ruffianly at the
South as giving license to anyabuse and
oppression of the Blacks that White malignity
and rancorous bate can devise. It will be understood as a proclamation of license to the
meaner Whites to wreak their malice or their
lust upon the hapless and betrayed Blacks.

St. John.

The

CHASTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pay them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the Insured in meeting their payments by

us at

There

OAK

THE

IMMEDIATE

Go.

Returning

.Londonderry

Life Insurance

Wharf.

On and after Monday,March Rth,
the Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, will until
‘further notice leave Railroad
'Wharf, foot of State St. overy MONDAY, at 5 o’clock P. M., for Eastport and St. John.

Freight recoived

CHARTER

the

Intemational_Steamship

o’clock P. M.

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Mariuejbdand, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marhte'ana Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once. Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.

to.

on

Portland, Feb 28th, 1866.—dtf

are

What it amounts

to

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

037,000,000.

The Freedinen’s Bureau is the Nation’^
right arm, gently hut firmly outstretched to
keep the peace between these warring classes.
Its principal objects are three: 1. To save
the blacks from famine, abuse and massacre
2. To set them at work. 8. To see that
they
are kindly treated and fairly paid tor their
labor. It is a gigantic
enterprise, and bits
achieved a marvelous success. Hundreds of
thousands are now industrious
and, comfortable laborers, with roofs over their heads and
food in their cabins, who would have
been
prowling, thieving, bunted, famishing vagabonds m the absen :e of the Bureau. It has
patiently and generally disabused the Blacks
o( the noli in that they are to share their masters' lands and goods; it has
planted schools,
inculcated obedience and diliigence, and been
foremost in all the good that has lately befallen the South.
If three million bales of cotton are made this year—and we judge that
there will be—the Freedinen’s Bureau will

at Rock-

Ajyuu and

life companies.
Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Couuectirat General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
Tils undersigned, Agents and
Attorneys of I he
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

Flow on, O, uncimsenting i*ea,
And keep my dead below;
Though night—Gutter uigli.! my soul,
l>elude iliee long, 1 know,
Or Life conies or Death comes,
God leads the eternal llow.

Morning a'Oo’elock, touching

Medical.

BOSTON.
f

land, Camden, Belfast, Scar sport, Bucksport, and
Winterport, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on tbeBostun JMaine.
and Eastern Rairoad at the Depots in Boston, Salem,

__

borne have their dead, where sweet and
soon,
1 he summers bloom aud
go;
Tlie >ea withholds my dead,—1 walk
The bar when tides are low,
A ud wonder the grave-grass
Can have the heart to grew 1

WINTER

Roix,will leave Railroad Wharf,
•■■foot of State Street, Portland, every

Thursday

Insurance Co. of Norik America,

AJENREBEC

COE’S

R. R.

Portland to Skowhegan via Walerville
and Kendall’s Mills.

Friday, Mar. 2d,

On and after
the new and

No. 23 Exchange St.

In dreams I pull the sea-weed o’er,
Amt find a face not his.
And hope another tide will be
More pitying than this;
The wind turns, the tide turns,—
They take what hope there is.

PORTLAND

ARRANGEMENT!

SPRING

The salt wind blows upon my cheek,
As it blew a year ago.
When twenty b ats wore crushed among
The rocks of Norman’s Woe.
*Twas dark then; ’tis light now,
And the sails are lean mg low.

Railroads.

Steamers.

Insurance.

Poetry.

Medical.

Medical.

the market, the

use

of which has been almost in-

variably detrimental to the growth and beauty ol tbo
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no rel'able prepaiation tbr dressing the hair a as generally
available, meet ol the compounds used tor that purpose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a people, it Is notorious that ws become prematurely
gray or bald. In no oountry are there so many gray
and bald heads on young shoulders as In this. For
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By
mode ol llle; by others, to
some it is attributed to our
the restless activity at the American mind; but wu
trace this public misfortune—tor misfortune it Is—to
the Inordlnete use oi oil as a dressing, whioh diseases
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
burn out the roots of the bnlr. DK. KNIGHTS’
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably tbe only article before the public that deserves the name. Its use prevauts the hair
from falling off or turning gray; it removes daudrult,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous headw be. Its
invigorating properties Insure luxuriant locks, inclined to earl, and its deUghtlsl fragraaee, and the rich
and glossy appearanee which it imparts, render it
the lhvorite Hair Dressing of the most (hatidlous.

THE

PRICE 16 CENTS PER UOTTLE.

PRESENT, FREE!

ruriub by

office hours from 9 A. M., till BP. M. ,A1

Dr.

E.

R

Knights,

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS.
SOLD AT

J. C.

Rockingham, M. D.,

W. F. PHILLIPS 4

WBOLBSALB

BT

CO,
AND

ana

to

get the genuine.
REED. CUTLEll St, 00., Boston, Proprietors.
Small. SO cents.
Large Bottles,$1,0(1,
PllVO Clod Idver OH

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER St CO., who have tacIHUee (hr obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality. Large Buttlos, *1,0*.
Not 10—dfcwow

Office

No. 151 Exchange

8t.,

Under International Hotel,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FtbU—iltu

J. W. PHEXIHS 4 CO.
Also, H. H. MAY, and CROSMAN A CO.
PORTLAND,
And atretili by Druggists and Merchant* throughthe Country,
Dec JB—eodSia

cut

